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PREFACE

RATIONALE

Harris Codnty Department of Education concep
ualized "Patterns of Healthful Living" curricu-
lum design under the following premisesr

1. Belief in the supreme worth and
individuality of each pupil.

2. Belief that each person should
be aided by educational instity-
dons in attaining his 6otential
as a human being.

3. Belief that each p son should be
aided by educational institutions
foe effective p. ticipation in a
democratic society.

4. Belief a each person can be-
come th- Jerson he wants to be
and fu ction more effectively
in a free society if he is helped

7 develop a personal rational
value.system.

5. Belief that one of the important
functions of a school in a free
society is ,to help pupils develop,
and clarify a personal belief
system.

6. Belief in a value-based education
program as the effective means of
assisting pupils into becoming a
"rational thinking," "self-
actualizine individual.

GOALS

The following broad goals were ientified.,in
order to facilitate the ultimate aim of the
program es outlihRd in the propdsalD to the
Te-xas Commission on Alcoholism: "Therultimate

vie



aim will be to have an ongoing program which
can be offered to organizations throughout the
state, a program which produces individuals
with the ability to make responsible judgments
on their lifestyle."

The program attempted the following:

1. Assist pupils in the Ovelopment of
a more positive self-cbncept which
helps individuals achieve a more
rewarding, enriched life.

2. Assist pupils in the development
of rational thinking processes
necessary to effective functioning
in a free society.

3. Assist in the development and re-
finement of inter and intra personal
skills'necessary for individual and
group effectiveness.

4. Assist in helping the child under-
stand the values of the- society
in which he lives and pirticipate
effectively in t ~fat society.

5. Assist in devel gment of a personal
and societal vailae system, which
involves: .

A. OnderStandii how a value system
evolves.

B. Appreciation of value systems op-
erating in a multi-ethnic society.

C. Experiences in examination of values
both personal and societal.

D. Experiences in resolution of value
conflict and value clarification
both 'personal and societal.

E. Development of a sense ofsTesponsi-
bility towtrd. the use of alcohol/
drugs in-an alcohol /drug using

. .

society. .

II 2
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INTRODUCTION

The era of scare tactics jabou drugs has
ended. We found that seeing/the or ors of
an overdose did not change the dru cene.
The era of the realistic cognitive a roach,
emphasizing both dangerous and bene is al
pkts of drugs, did not work eit er. In N,.

fact, studies indicate an increase in use
o drugs during this time. Hopefully, we
have come to the realization that the drug
problem 64 really the individual, the prob-
lems he has and the ways he solves them.
The potential for destruction is not the
drug, but the user. rf all drugs were de-
stroyed, the potentially self-destructive
person would destroy himself some other
way.

Value clarification is a process; a
skill to enhance what the good teacher is
already doing. Value clarification is not
a means by which to change a.n individual,
but rather a process to develop his skill
VI) deal with what is important to him; the
skills enable him to sift through conflicts
and get to goals thattare important in his
life. this process will enable him to look
at individual behavior and evaluate that
behavior in light of other goals ichare
valuable to him.

A special kind bf teacher is required
to teach the skill of valuing. One who does

'not impose his/her ownsvalues on the students;
one who is a better listener than talker; one
who lives; one who respects others' feelings.

Everyone must have someone who signifi-
cantly cares for him and what he does. Too
many addicts have stated that the reason
they turned to drugs was because "no one
,cared." To many students, the teacher is
the only one *who does .care. What a small
price to pay for what might be a person's
life!

Mary Jane Reese



TO THE TEACHER

This guide is written, hopefully, soNthatm you will have little trouble following each
lesson. If you are new to the affective domain,
you will have a little trouble getting the "hang
of it." But consider the struggle worthwhile,
because you will be a better teacher having gone
through these plins.

I believe you'll be a better teacher for
several reasons; first, because you will be a
good listener. Let's-face it, not many of us
are good listeners. We try to be, but if we
videotaped our classr,00m teaching and critiqued
it, we would find that eighty percent of the
time you were not listening. Second, because
you will have learned to listen, you will know
your students. Not just their names, but, more
importantly, eir thoughts, ideas, hopes, dreams,
their fears, an better yet, their needs. They
will risk with you. Third, you will be able to
better meet their needs teaching in the affec-
tive domain. Forso long we have forced our-
selves not to befriend the student because we
thought we couldn't teach him if we let him
know we cared. Fortunately, affective education
has gained credibility and we can now love our
students and let it show, as those Of us who
couldn't shake our feelings have done all along.
We know students learn best when they know we
care about them personally. And fourth, you
will find yourself as a teacher in a different
role. No longer will you be an imparter of
knowledge, 6ut.you will become a facilitator
of learning - directing your students, not
leading them. ,/

Before you try anylesson in the classroom;
read it through and think about the purpose and

\----------------\N

what the student will be aETITo do when he
finishes the lesson. Perhaps as you airtFis,
keeping your students in ilind, you will want



to modify the lesson or add to it.in some way'.
Do that! You know your students; you know
what will open them up. Write down youi, alter-
natives,as you think of them; they may *come
valuable additions to the guide. Change some
of the learning experiences if it will help
your students explore the issue more fully.
If you have time, write down the students'
reactions to the lesson at the end. Your im-
pressions of what they get out of the lesson
are valuable data for the next time you use'
that lesson.

1

In several lessons, I suggest that students
keep a journal. This should-be a voluntary de-
cision by the student; we all know what pains

n

"notebooks" have c ed. The point is that the
student shavld n be orced to keep a journal.
After all, the omparis n (if he desires it)
is for,his benefit, not the teacher's.

I hope you learn and enjoy teaching this
as much as I learned and enjoyed writing it.

Mary Jane Reese
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LEVEL VII

.LESION 1 - SELF-INVENTORY

.

Purpose:

To enhance the student's self-concept and worth.

Terminal Objective:

The student will inventory himself in the areas
of peer, family, school and general relationships
and determine which responses are positive and
which are negative.

Enabling Objectives:!

1. The student will indicate his feelings re-
garding four areas of interest on a self-
inventory.

2. The student may verbally share his feelings
regarding inventory areas.

Learning Experience:

.4)

Give each student the Self-Inventory and ask him
to Answer yes, no, sometimes, usually, or occasion-
ally to each of the items. (If rapport has not
been established-mith students, the teacher may
want to do this lesson at a later time and begin
with Lesson 7.T

Note to Teacher: This lesson will probably-take
no more than twenty minutes.

17
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Evaluation:

The student will note his answers and indicate
in some way those areas h.e/she would like to
alter or change in the coming months. Students
may share the Self-Inventory with a friepd or
the teacher if he/she desires. Otherwise, it
should be personal and kept in a notebook fkr
future reference. (Lesson 20 will be a repeat
of this InventOry.)

Materials:

Form, "Self-Inventory"

C

,,

..
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SELF-INVENTORY ,

a

Write yes, no sometimes,, usually or occasionally in the
blanks below. i.,

GENERAL

I am a cheerful 'person.

I am smart.

I am easy to like.

I can be trusted.

I am a very happy person.

I seem to do things right most of the time.

I wish I were older.

I am very good looking.

I have a lot of self-control.

I wish I were someone else.

I can be depended upon.

PEER,

I should get along better with others thln I d

Other kids are often mean to me.
.

,I am popular with - others my age.

Boys/girls seem-to like me..

Often I am lonely.

I am friendly toward others.

I have many friends.

I am among the last to be chosen for teams.,

It is hard-for me to make friends.

Friends usually follow my ideas.

19-
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I wish I had more close friends'.

Others think I'm fun to be with.

Other kids like to be with me.

'FAMILY

I do my share of the work at home.

My family is very proud of me.

My family likes it when I do things w th them.

I usually get along with my family.

I cause trouble in my family.

I do what is expected of me at home.

My pdrents 'seem-interested. in what I do.

I feel, My parents don't really trust Re.

My family would help me in any trouble,I had.

My family understands me.

v
My family expects. too much of me.

I am an important person in my family.

My, family usually considers my feelings.

SCHOOL

I look forward to coming to school.

This school has too Many rules.

Most of my teachers allow us to make decisions together.

Teachers grade too hard.

Other students often get me in trouble at school.

My teach,rs.eixplain thing"! very w 11.

My teachers iisteno.to what I sty.

20
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I often feel rushed'and'nervoas-at school.-

Most of-,my tea'chers try to'make their subjects iMterestim2.-

Most of 'my_ give busy work.

I really enjoy w'orki'ng on Projects with othfr student's.

I enjoy learning in school more than learning on my own.-

I like'having,to do homework%

Students here.are friendly.

My teachers.ask me to memorize too many facts

S udents have a voice in how theschool is run.

t, find i t hard.to,talktoteachers.

School is -a 9bod.zplace for making friends.

rbelieve skrppihg::schoOl wrong.

beliei;e an-educatiOn,,A0ppottant.:

Most of .my teach.erse fair-t6-me.

Our school is so' large, I. feel fos,t'in. the crowd. .,%

I do just what:school work is assigned.

.Most 'of my teachers have "pets".,

,If,I had a choice, t wouldn't 'go to school at all:

21
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'LEVEL VII

LESSON 2,- ADVERTISING AND YOU

Purpose:'

To help the Student understand himself as.
a consumer.

Focus:

Respect, power, influence

Time:

One to two fifty minute class periods de-
pending on the time required by groups 4o
produce the "ads."

. Materials:

Filmstrip: ."Inside Advertising"
Magazines and newspapers
"Earth Essence," 'Form'

Terminal Objective:

.The student will analyze himself as a
consumer and draw conclusions about what
influences Om as a consumer.,



Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will be able to identify
advertising techniques' and discuss
which techniques appeal to him'and
why.

-el

. *.

2. The student wil make a judgment on
the problem pr ented in the filmstrip.

Learning Activities:

0 ,
1. The student will discuss and completE

the activities and questions in the
filmstrip.

2. The student will work in grou s' to
develop a-television commercial and
magazine advertisement on the r)retil.ct

in the filmstrip. Each group .11
.share its "ads" with the class.,

Evaluation:

The student will choose his "favbrAte
commercial from the, ones presented by\each
group and tell why and how it appeals-to.
him by completing the Earth Essence Fo

23
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EARTH ESSENCE FORM

The Earth Essence ad I chose

appealed to me because it was

I think I chose that particular ad because I

Advertising does does not (check one)

affect me. The following reasons will support

my choice:

1)

2).

24
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 3 FRAM E OF REFERENCE

Purpose:

To h p the student realize that situations are
vie ed differently by different people.

Terminal Objective:

The student will *synthesize his feelings about
a particular situation by writing his ideas
on the topics provided.

Enabling, Objectives: 4"

'1. As a result of the learning experiences,
students will be able to identify the
term, "frame of reference."

2. The student will create cartoon captions
illustrating his own frame of reference'.

'Learning Experiences:

(Note: This lesson may take more than one
class period.)

1. Have one of the students tell the story
of "Show White and the Seven Dwarfs."

2, Read the story,;"The Other Side."

25
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3. Ask the following questions:

A. From whos#frame of r erence (point
of view). was the story told?'

B. Is that side of the tory be,
lievable? Can you i gine the ep-
mother having that f ame of reference?

4. Le"t's think about th.t follOwing situation a
minute:

A studeilt is being sent'to the
principal's office the-$114t time
for discipline.

Now, pretend you are either the
student 1eing sent, the teacher
who is sending you, or the prin-
cipal whb knows you are on the
way to see him, (Teacher,, you
can substitute a coach, parent,
or anyone else for the three
people.),

How many will volunteer tobe
the student?. Now, help me de-
scribe how you feel. I'll write
your responses on the boa-rd.,

(Pops tole responses:" I'm .scared;
I've never been to the principal's
office before; I'm innocent; what
will my parents do?)

Now who will volunteer to be the
teacher sendihg the student? Now
helpme describe your frame of
reference.

(Possible respanses: I just had
to send this time; he got

/completely of hand; I shoyld
have sent hi a es ago.).

26
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J.
Jo,

Who will volunteer to_ be the
principal? What would be his
frame of reference?

(Possible responses: I don't
even know this student; he's
never been here before; must
be serious.)

Now these three people had dif-
ferent frames of references.
They thought about the same
situation in three different
ways.

5. I'm going to show you three (teacher, you can
show more or less) cartoons; get into groups
and select a spokesman. Discuss and come to
a consensus regarding the frame of reference
of each cartoon and then we will have each
spokesman give the group's decision orally
to the class.'

6. Show cartoons one at a time. Give enough
time for each group to come to a consensus.
(If yo ddn't want, to show the transparency,
you ma duplicatOhe cartoons and distribute
a copy to each group.)

7. Each group's pokesman reports consensus.
(The report m y be generally the same or
they may be-different. It doesn't matter;
there is no correct answer.' Students are
beginning to develop the concept "Frame of
Reference:")

Evaluation:

r If students have completed the objective by now
the evaludtion activities may be unnecessary or
you may choose one for reinforcement. If objec-
tive has not been attained then choose one of the
following:

21
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1. Write four (4) slogans you would like to
see as bumper stickers or on tee shirts.

16,

2. Draw (stick figures) a cartoon on a subject
agreed to by the group, giving a frame of
reference decided on by the group.

3. Rewrite a well-knowh story or nursery rhyme
from the frame of reference of a character
other than the main character in the story.

Materials:

Opaque or'overhead projector (depending on whether
you used transparencies or pictures) or several
copies of the cartoons.

Note to Teacher: Try to keep the discussion
focused on frame of reference.
Students tend to "get off" on
what each character would do
in such situations. Arranging
students in a large circle with
role playing taking place in
the center can facilitate
discussion.

,I,



SAMPLE

THE OTHER SIDE

Not many people have heard Ex side of the story.

No, everyone believed Snow White's lies about me

Why it was I who begged her father to keep her

when we married. He thought maybe she'd be happier

with her aunt. But I 'felt that. would be wrong and

I insisted that he forget that idea immediately.

And then, poor thing, my husband died shortly

afterward, leaving me alone in this huge cold

palace. Oh well, anyway, on with mfr side of the

story.

I still remember that horrible afternoon. My

magic mirror's exact words were, "My sweet, most

beautiful queen, you are being lied about by

someone who is jealous of you." Shocked, I asked

who and of course it was tha't scheminAnow White.

ise .

Well, I decided to talk to her; so I knocked on

her door and she bade m enter. There she was,

combing her'hair; she always combed her hair.

told her why I'd come and what- the mirror had

said and do you knowWhat she did? She lied right
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.to my face!! Denied everything!

Early the next morning, I saw her'and one of the

guards leaving the gglace. Upon inquiry, I found

she had left for good!! Can you imagine? After all

I'd done for her!

For weeks I worried about her and finally dec.ided

to see if I could find her. LucOly, my magic mirror

had done just that! So I dressed up as an old woman

selling apples---I knew she'd never talk to me as my-
.

self because she hated me so since she left the palace-- -

and soon knocked on the door of the seven dwarfs'

house.

She was nice enough, though she was never very-friendly,

--4d I even, gave her the prettieSt apple I could find

in my basket.

We talked a while until I was satisfied she was all

right, and then I said goodbye.

Well! Do you know that I was accused of poisoning

her? Yes! I, who have won every beauty contest

from one end of the country to another. I, who have

always tried to be unselfish, though I've been *told

30
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I. am beautiful, I've tried to remain humble to all,

was accused of murder!

It seems that the dwarfs found her when they re-

turned home and could not awaken her. They have

her now in a glass coffin and everyone goes to see

her. But I'm not, not after the way she treated

me and besides those little dwarfs were terribly
,t `f

unfriendly to me./

That's been 20 years and I'm in poor health, though

I am still beautiful. However, I just had to write

Ex side of the story before I died.

OP

.1,
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1 Resource Form #1
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LEEL VII

LESSON 4 - INFLUENCES

O

Purpose:

To help the student explore the influences his\
family and friends have oft-his life.

Terminal Objective:

The student will analyze is own opinions to
determine who influences h m and what or who
may cause him to change hi ' opinion,

,

4

-Enabling,Objectives:

1. The student will be able to defend his
opinions on given issues;

2. The student will be able to evaluate ,

others' opinions of given statements.

1

Learning Experiences:

(Teacher: You will want to change some of these
situations to make them relevant to-what's
happening now.)

1. Divide the students into groups, distri-
bute the "My Opinion Form.

A. Long hair on boys isa sign of
)rebellion against authority.
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B. The school's dress code is too
strict. If we,demonstrate we'll
fore'd them to 'change the rules.
What do clothes have to do with
getting an education, anyway?

R-.

Signing petitions is wrong. If
you want tC1' change the rules, do.
it in a lawful way, through proper
channels. Petitions don't mean
anything, anyway.

D. Smoking is worse than drinking,
At least alcohol doesn't cause
cancer.

E. A teenager.shouldn't be told
when to,be in at night. Afte
all, he's not a kid anymore.

F. You can't know how someone feels
until you have the' same experience.
Just like you can't tell what mari-
juana can do to someone unless you've
tried it.

G. Utier certain circumsta4es cheating
might be O.K. There,havebeen times
when rye thought about

H. Being-popular in school is very im-
portant. If you're unpopular, yoq"-re
nothing.,

2 Ask ach group membertb mark or circle one
Of the following for ach statement:

1 2 3 4

Strongly. Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

3 Each group should, ve a recorder who
tallies the respon es. The teacher writes
on the chalkboard the numbers of those mtio
strongly agree, agree, disagree, ,strongly.
disagree. , Then in class discussion, ask
the following ..questions:

ft
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4

A. Why did you agree Or disagree?

B. Which of, your reasons are based on
fact? Which are based on something
you heard your parents.or friends say?
Are there other reasons which cause
you to feel the way you do? ,

. C. How many of you agree with the stand
your family takes on certain issues?
How many of you agree with your,friends?
Do your family and friends take the same
stand? Why do you agree with either your
family or friends?

(Note: The next two activities are for
advanced students or those students you
know would be interested in doing them.)

Each group will take one of tbe
statements and agree on an opinion.
They Will bring newspaper, or maga-
zine articles (etc.) to support
their opinion. (Give them time to
do this, at the library or home,
you may want to give them a day or

longer. This is the logical place
to divide this lesson.)

'2. Each ,group then presdnts their
,statements and the evidence to
support their stand. (They may
'want to have one person do this,
or have a debate between two mem-
bers of the group, or ave a panel
discussion conducted by the group.
At any rate, both sides of the
issue should be presented.

Evaluation:

Put students back into the original groups and
ask them to again mark the "My Opinion" form
(perhaps with a different color pen or pencil).
Again, tally the responses on the chalkbear0
and compare these answers with the first scores.A;,nduct a brief discussion using the following

---'as focusing questions:

37
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1. w may changed or shifted
your Original stand?

. Could we get a list of reasons
why some of you changed or why
you didn't change? (List on
boarld).

3. Looking at these reasons what
or who seemed to have the most
influence over your opinio

(Possible answers: more facts,
new way of looking at an issue,
my friends, my parents, an
experience I have had, etc.)

4. Can opinions be changed? Is it easy or
difficult to change an opinion? Why
do you think that is?

Materials:

Form, "My Opinion"
Articles you have collected tb support
statements,

4.
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"MY OPINION"

Circle the number which most closely expresses your opinion on
the issue.

A. Long hair on boys is a sign of rebellion against authority

1 2 3 4

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

B. The school's dress' code is too strict. If we demonstrate
we'll'force them to change the rulesi. What do clothes have
to do with getting an education, anyway?

1 2 3 r '4

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

C. Signing petitions is wrong,. If you want to change the rules,
do it in a lawful way, through proper channels. Petitions
don't mean anything, anyway.

1 2 3 4,

Strongly'Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

D. Smoking is worse than drinking.,' At least drinking doesn't
cause cancer.

1 2 3 4

Strongly. Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

E. A teenager shouldn't be /told when; to be in at night. After
all, he's not a kid anymore. .

1 2 3 , 4

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

F. You can't know how someone feels until you have the same
experience. Just like you can't tell what marijuana can
do to someone unless you've tried it.

1 2 3 4

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Stptigly Disagree
N--

G. Under certain circumstances cheating might be O.K. There
have been times when I've thought about it.

1 2 3 4

Strongly Agree Agree Disagree Strongly Disagree

H. Being popular in school i5 very important.. If you're
unpopular, you're nothing.

,A2
1 2 3 - 4

stronglyAgree Agree Disagree Strongly Usagree

B9
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t(*LEVEL VII

LESSON 5 - UNDERSTANDING

Purpose:

To help students understand that individuals
do not always see thebselves as others see"
them.

Terminal Objective:

The student will compare thoughts 'about him-
self with other students by rank ordering
those.that are most important.

Enabling Objectives:

1. Student will demonstrate verbally his
thoughts tbout himself and others by
participating in a grow) discussion.

2. Given a list of values, the 'Student
will rank them according to his
,preference.

(Note: This lesson needs to be taught
in one class period. It will take a
full class period; so please study it
before you teach it.)

Learning Experiences:

1. Dtvide the class into groups by numbering
off: the ones Meet in back of room in
right corner, the twos meet in back 4660 -r

room in left corner and .so on.' (Group

40
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size should be about 5.)

2. Instruct the groups to answer the following
(each student in eacl group speaks sohis
group, can hear, him, Give about five minutes
for #2-5-, time should not be allowed to drag).

A. State your name

B. Tell who on.what influenced you most
in your life and how .01-41LW--

, C. Tell who or what you'd like to be and
why

3. After each student has done #2, the student
on each student's left will tell what he
remembers about that student.

4.. Each student in the group will decide what
color, car, or animal the student on the
right of him represents to him and explain
why he chose that description. (For
example, a student may say another is the
color "blue"- because., that student is gentle
or kind or looks good'in blue.)

5. Each student will now tell what color, car
or animal he thinks he is and why.he chose
that description for himself.

6. On ditto sheets or chalkboard, teacher gives
the following instructions.

Here is a list of 18 items arranged
in alphabetical order. You are to'
arrange them in order of importance
to you. For instance, place a 1

next to the item that is mostim-
portant to you and so on until you
reach 18 which will be the least
"important item to you. -Read the
entire list first and take your
time. (Teacher should also rank
a' list.)

41
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being able to do as I. please
being happy
being in school activities
being popular
being sure my side of an incident is heard
doing the right thing
doing what is expected of me
goilg to chutch
.having a boy Thrl) fiend
have a true fri

fun
having money to spend
helping others
listening to others
making good grad6s
pleasing my parents
the clothes I wear
the way I look

Materials:

Form, "What's Important To Me"

Evalivation:

After completing activity #6, look at the three
items ,You selected as being most important to
!you. Write or give orally the reasons why you */

selected those three; Items could be written
on board and a tally made to determine the most
important items.

Note to Teacher:

You may want the studehf to keep this in his/her
journal.
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WHAT'S IMPORTANT TO ME1

Here is a list of 18 items arranged in alphabetical order.
You are to arrange them in order of importance to you. For
instance, places 1 next to the item that is most fmportant
to you; a 2 next to the item that is second mot important
to you and so on until you reach 18 wIll-dh will be the least,
important item to you. Read ttie entire list first and take
your time.

Being able to do as I please

Being happy

Being in school activities

Being popular'

Being sure my 'side of an incident is heard

,Doing the right thing

Doing what is expected of me

Going to church

Having a boy (girl) friend

Having a true friend

Having fun

Having'money to spend

Helping others

Listening to others

Making good grades

Pleasing my parents

The clothes I wear

The way I look
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LEVEL VI

LESSON 6 - WHAT WOULD YOU DO?

Purpose:

To help students develop an understanding
of responsibility.

Terminal Objective:

The student will make a judgment regarding
the action he would take toward "Jim's
Dilemma."

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will be able to recommend a
course of action and make a decision about
what he would do in the same situation.

2. The student will be able to defend his
decision.

Learning Experiences:/
,

1. The student will read or be read the
story "Jim's Dilemma".

2. After reading the story, ask the following
questions:

A. What do we know about Jim and
his family from the story?

B. How do you think Jim feels? (Be

sure to emphasize feeling words.)

44
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C. Has that ever happened to you
or to anyone you know?

D. How did you/they feel?

E. What could Jim have done?
(Suggestion: Record the ideas
on the board so as not to lose
any comments.)

F. Does anyone else have other
ideas?

G. What would have been the
consequences of the alterna-
tives you suggested in E and F?

H. From a medical point of view, is
smoking marijuana less harmful
or more harmful than drinking
alcohol? Why? Support your
answer. (Teacher: Try to get
a discussion of both short and
long term effects.)

I. How does Jim feel about alcohol?

J. ,Can one get "hooked" on alcohol?

K. Why do you think he feels that
way?

L. How do you think Jim's father
feels about himself? Life in
general? Jim?

Evaluation:

The student will write or give orally an ending
to the story pretending he is Jim'and include
what he considers to be the way to handle the
situation. -Use evaluation form. Students may
choose to role play their story endings.
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(Some students may want to read and discuss
their decisions, others may want to keep their
decisions in a journal.)

(Teacher: To further the point of alternatives,
use Strategy #24 in Values Clarification,
Sidney Simon, et al.T-----

Materials:

For teacher resource use:

Resource sheet on "Understanding Alcohol,
and. It's Effect"

Resouree sheet on marijuana (See Appendix)

"Jim's Dilemma"
Evaluation,,Form, "Jim's Dilemma - A Solution"
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"JIM'S DILEMMA"

Man! I'm glad to get away from home, 'Phil thought

as he 'drove away from the curb. ; get so tired of

my old man stumbling around. I'm never going to

drink like that. In fact, I'm never going to drink

at all! It's worse than marijuana. All that ever

happened to me when I smoked a joint was to get a

little high.. Bby! I really felt good last night.

Jim rounded the curb to Tom's. I think I'll go to

Tom's and maybe we cen go for a spin, Jim thought.

Mom won't care how long I'm gone and she won't say

anything since I did all those chores fdr her. I

really feel sorry for her after the old man's bout

last night. He almost killed her.

Tom had been Jim's friend a long time. In fact, Tom

had turned Jim on to marijuana. When Jim parked his

cycle at Tom's house, it wasn't a second before Tom

met him at the door. Jim noticed a sack in Tom's hand

with "a bottle in it. Tom was saying something about a

'drink before they went for a real ride.

Jim gulped. What was he going to do now? He couldn't

tell Tom he didn't want to; he'd call him chicken.

What should he do?
4
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"JIM'S DILEMMA - A SOLUTION"
110

If I' were Jim, I would handle his

pr,oblem by....

1
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 7 - RESPONSIBILITY

Purpose:

To help the student understand the relationship,
of rights to responsibilities

Terminal Objective:

Given a hypothetical situation, the student
will make and defend a decisibn regarding
Lisa.

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will be able to differentiate'
between "rights" and "responsibilities."

,2. The student will be able to list his own
rights and responsibilities as a member
of society, in a family, to a friend,
and as a student.

Learning Experiences:

1. Put the words "rights" and'firesponsibilities"
on the chalkboard and have students tell
what the words mean. (If its necessary to
use a dictionary, 00 so; but generally stu-
dents will give you the correct meanings.)
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2. Have students list what they consider to be
their rights and responsibilities in the
categorie,s below:

As a Student
Rights Responsibilities

As a Citizen (ffow, or in the future)
Rights Responsibilities,

Rights
As .a Friend

Re5pbnsibilities

As a Brother/Sister/CoUstn (Family)
Rights ReS-ponsibilities

3. Each group chooses one of the following
episodes and arrives at a group agreement.
The notetaker in each group will report
the following:' 1) the decision, 2) why
the group,took that stand, 3) the' con-
sequences of the stand, and 4) alternative's
to the stand.

A. Your best friend has been tmuio'ng
])ot and is falling,behind in his

-.7 grades. He begins going around
with older guys who are known to
be shooting heroin. Yo4,have
.talked to him many times and
tried to get him to stop. You
know if you, don't do something
he'll start using hard stuff.
What do you do?

O
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B. Cindy's mother is an invalid and
as an only child she has to
take care of her mother in the
mornings before school and right
after school. All the money
Cindy's father makes on his'
night shift is spent on a nurse
to take.care of her mother
during the.day when Cindy is
in school. .

Cindy paintt very well. In

fact, her art teacher entered
one.of her paintings,in a con-
test and it won first prize.
Now-one of the judges wants
Cindy to meet' with his company's
board of directors after school
one day to discuss an offer for
her to work in the advertising
department on Saturdays. If
she did work with the company,
she might earn A scholarship to
college, but then who would take-vor

mcare of her other'?

If Cindy hired a nurse for Sat-
urdays it would take all the
money she earned and what would
her father say? He can't really
afford a nurse another day of
the week and he feels Cindy
should spend more time with
her mother. However, Cindy's
father has always encouraged
her in her artistic ability
and has been pr,oud of 'her
achievements so far% What
should Cindy do?

Evaluation:

After reading the story of Lisa, make a decision
aboutwhat' he should do. and write or give orally
the reason She should make that decision.
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LISA'S DECISION

When Lisa won the essay contest she was
so excited she didn't stop to. consider.
that having $50.00 would soon be a
source of worry rather than joy, as she
now felt. She never had fifty dollars
before--she had never even seen a.fifty
dollar bill. What would she spend it
on?

As she tried'to sleep that night, she
kept thinking of the money: There were
so many things she wanted. Then she
thought of her sisters. Both of them
needed new coats. It was winter and
the coats they 'had were, much too small
for them and besides the moths had
eaten holes in them. Then she thought
of her parents. Both her mother and
father worked. hard. Everything they
made went to take care of the fi've
children. Nothing was left after paying
for the necessities.

Lisa had been saving a little money from
babysitting so she could go to camp.'
Her parents had told her she could go
if she saved the money. The $50.00 was
exactly the cost of the camp. However,
$50.00 would really help the family
right now. What should Lisa do?

(Teacher: Some students may want to
share their decision with the class,
others may prefer.to record their de-
cision privately in their journals.)

Materials.:

Copies of episodes A and B (grouPS"S.howld
choose whifh they prefer) and the Evaluation,'
episode, Lisa's Decisiorn.

5 2
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EPISODES

A. Your best friend has been smoking pot and is
falling behind in hiss grades. He begins
.going around with older guys who are known
to be shooting heroin. .Youhave talked'eo
him many times and tried to get himto stop.
You know if you don't do something he'll
start using hard stuff. What do yoti do?

B. Cindy's mother is an invalid.and as an only
child she has to take care of her mother
in the mornings before school and right after
school. All the money Cindy's father makes
on his night shift i$ spent on i nurse to
take care of.her mother during the day when
Cindy is in school.

Cindy paints very well.' In fact,her art
'teacher entered one of her paintings in a
contest and it won first prize. Now one of
the judges wants Cindy to meet with his
company's board of directors after school
one day to discuss an offer for her work in
the advertising dephrtment on Saturdays..
If she did work with the company, she might
earn a scholaPship to college, but then who
would.take care of her mother?

If Cindy hired a nurse for Saturdays it would
take all the money she earned and what would
her father say? He can't really afford a nurse
another day of the week and he feels Cindy
should spend more time with her mother. How-,
everCind.i's father has always encouraged her
in her artistic ability and has been proud
of her achievements so far."What should.
Cindy do?
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Evaluation:

After'reading the story of Lisa, make a decision
about what she should do and write orlgive orally
the reason she should make that decisiono

LISA'S DECISION

When Lisa won the essay conteit-she was so excited
she didn't stop.to consider that having $50.00 would
soon"-be a source of worry rather than joy, as, she
now felt. Ste never had fifty dollars before-,she
,hadrire-v-ex'even seen a fifty-dollar bill. What
would she spend it on?

As she tried to sleep that night, she kept sthinkftg
of the money. There were so many things she wanted.
Then she thought of her parents. Both her mother
and father worked very hard. Everything they made
went to take care of the five children. Nothing
was left after paying for the necessities.

Lisa had been saving a little money from babySitting1
so she could go to camp. Her parents. had told her,,
she Gould go if she saved the money. The $50.00 was
exactly the cost of the camp. However., $50.00 would
really help the family, right now. What should Lisa
do?

Lisa should do

DECISION /

(
Because

0
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 8 - ALCOHOL DECISIONS

Purpose:

To help the student consider what he would do
in particular situations dealing w alcohol.

Terminal Objective:

Through class activity, the student will express
his attitude toward using alcohol. Student will
answer and discuss questions on "My Alcohol IA.!'

Enabling Objectives:

1. Each student will be able to participate
in a group decision regarding alcohol use
by using information from a hypothetical
"situation.

2. Following a self test,on effects of alcohol
use, students will reconsider his:original
decision regarding alcohoj use:

Learning Ejcperienees:

The factual information included in this lesson
was tak'n from "Thinking About Drinking," a
United-States Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Public HealttService Publication
No. 1683, 1972.
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(This .lesson will take more Oran one class period
if all the situations are used. The teacher may
choose to' use ane situation from each category or'
one category a day.)

1. Divide the students into groups or four or
five and give a ditto sheet-with the following
situations and questions. (Encourage students
to think of other solutions in addition to the
ones,. given.)

What does a family do when....

1) You come home to find one of your
parents drunk? (Does the family
try to carry on as if there were
no problem? Does the family con-

. suit the family doctor? Does the
family try to talk the drinker
into calling the local Alcohol
Anonymous group or the community's
mental health or alcoholism clinic?)

2) The par6nts are nondrinkers 'and
their teenager is wondering whether
to drink? (Do the parenls decide
their teenager will not drink?
Does the teenager make a decision
on his/her own? Do the parents
and teenager discuss the question
together before any decision is
made?)

B. What dbes a girl do if....

1) She sees her brother getting high
at a party? (Does she ignore it?
Does she ask him to stop drinking?
Does she ask one of his friends
to talk to him?)

2) She doesn't like drinking but her
girl friend wants her to accept

,ada drink. (Does she accept the
"rink in order to keep her friend
from getting angry at her? Does
she refuse to accept the drink
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regardless of how her friend feels?
Does she laugh and try to joke her
friend out of the situation ?)

C. What does a boy do if....

1) He feels high when it's time to
leave a party. (Does he call for
a cab? Try to act as if he isn't
high? Ask a friend if he can
spend the night with him?)

2) His parents ask where he's going
when he's headed for a party, at
which he knows there willbe
drinking. (Does he tell about
the drinking? Tell them where
he'll be but not mention the
drinking? Make up a story about
where he's going?)

D. Wftat does a young person do if....

1) He/she is at a party where every-
one urges him to have a drink?
(Does he take one drink, sip it
slowly, and eat a lot? Refuse
the drink, saying that he's in
training for football, even tf
he isn't? Taste a drink and later
paurthe rest of it down 4e drain?
Pretend he hat a drink whefiNn
reality it's really Coke or 7=03

2) He/she finds beer being terved
at a party? (Does he accept.the.
beer, anytime, anywhere? Ask
himself whether he really wants
the drink and why? Consider the
particular circumstances of the
pa-rty?)

5
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3) He/she has never had a drink and
wants to see what its like?
,(Does he ask his parents to let
him drink with the family? Ex-

' periment at home when his parents
are away? Experiment at a friend's
house?)

2.' .Each group is to decide the best solution(s)
and defend them. These solutions may be
written ,or given orally by a group recorder.

3. Each recorder th.in'shares wit the rest of
the class his group's solutl 94s.

Materials:

Copies of "My Alcohol I.Q."
Copies of Episodes A-D
Old magazines (Optional)

Evaluation:

e ques ions on y A co-
hol I.Q.", true or false. Discuss the correct
answers later. This is a self test on the student's
knowledge of alcohol use. Encourage students to
reflect back on his decisions in the episodes and
ask if he would change his position now that he has
more data? (Exert no pressure.)

4

and

The student-may decorate his journal cover or make
a poster or collage with pictures from magazines
(etc.) which reflect-his attitude toward using
alcohol, toward himself, toward his friends,

'parents, teachers, etc.
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These should be displayed on the bulletin board
And, if the student wishes, explained to the
class.

or

The students could be grouped and create a drawing
of the group's attitude toward itself, alcohol
or others.
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MY ALCOHOL I.Q.

Answer the .following quebtions, true or false, on alcohol:

1. Alcohol is a drug.

2. Alcohol.is a food.

3, In the body, alcohol is digested just as food

is.

4., In the body, alcohol is ,burned up just as food,

is.

5. Because it is a stimulant, alcohol tends to pep

a person up.

6. Everyone's body reacts the same way to the same

amount of alcohol.

7. Alcoholic beverages, can be fattening.

A C .ny quan

the human body. i

y wi amage organs in

9. A persbn can die of alcohol poisoning.

10. All alcoholic beverages are equally strong.

11. Liquor taken straight will affect a person

faster than liquor mixed with something else.

12. A person will get drunker, on vodka or gin or

rum than on the same amount of whiskey.

13. Switching drinks will make a persOn drunkerlpan

staying on one kind of alcoholic beverage.
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14. A person can sober up quickly by drinking black

coffee and dousing his head with cold water.

15. It is risky to drive a car right after having a
.

drink.

16. Drunkenness and alcoholism are the same thing.

,

17. Anyone who drinks at all is likely to become an

alcoholic.

18. Alcoholics can be helped.

19. There are certain symptoms to warn people that

their drinking may be leading to alcoholism.

1,
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ALCOHOL RESOURCE DATA

(True) Alcohol is a special type of drug; it
affects the nervous system after it reaches the

2. (True) Alcohol is called a food because it contains
calories. But it is not a proper substitute for.,
usual foods in a balanced diet since it is almost
completely lacking in the many other. nutrient needs
for growth and maintenance of good health.

3. (False) Alcohol does not have to bedigested slowly,
as most other foods must be, before reaching the
bldod stream. Alcohol is immediately absorbed into
the blood, passing directly through the 'walls of the
stomach and the small intestine. The blood rapidly
carries it to the brain. This is why alcohol may
affect a drinker so quickly.

4. (True) The body burns up alcohol through the process
of oxidation - a series of'chemical changes that
enables food to release energy. Oxidation takes
place mostly in the liver, which needs about one hour
to burn up 1/2 ounce of alcohol; this is the amount
contained in one beverage highball, one glass of
wine, or one can of beer. Meanwhile, the unoxidized
alcohol remains in the blood stream and continues
tn Ilavp an effect on the brain.

5. (False) Alcohol is generally a depressant, knot a

stimulant; but sometimes a drinker imagines that he
is being pepped up. This is why:

Alcohol's first effect on the brain is-to
slow down the brain area that controls judgment -

and thought. Thus, alcohol may interfere with
a'person's normal ability to do certain mental
tasks; to remember; to understand; to reason;
to make decisions.

In slowing dovin this area, alcohol releases the
drinker's inhibitions which usually guard Os
behavior. Since he is less inhibited, more
relaxed, he may at first feel unusually free-
and-easy and gay. But his nervous system is
being depressed, not stimulated; and this
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depressant action increases if-the person
continues to drink...

Alcohol also tends to slow doWn the brain area
that controls muscular coordination. ThuS,
alcohol may also interfere with a person's
normal ability to do certeffihysical tasks:
to coordinate movement$0014Siallms and legs;
to speak clearly; to b4304.10Mself..-

If a person takes in 14C9h01iter than-his
body can oxidize it-, oncentration
in his blood will increase. As the alcbhol..
concentration bullds up, his reaction=s become
less and less dependable when he, tries 0-
reason, to remember, to coordinate the muscles
that help hifil to., stand, move, drive. With the
depretant action increasing,,relaxation'may
give wpy to feeling high, then drunk, and
finally - if he continues to drink - to passing
out.

6. (False) Reactions t 0.24. lcohol vary tremendously.
Different people rea ,.ifferently to the same amount
of alcoholmnder different circumstances.

Reactions depend on'many complex factors. A
person may be influenced by physicaljactOrs;
how fast he drinks; whether he has eaten; the
typeo f_beve-Page+-444_bodv weigh±, hisbody
chemistry. He may also be influenced by
psychological factors: the situation he's in;
his mood; his attitude toward drinking; his

. drinking experience.

7. (True) Alcohol is higher in calories than sugars
and starches, although lower than fats. An ounce of
liquor contains about 70 calories, the equal of a
fried chicken drumstick. A 12 -ounce can of beer
contains about 150 calories, the equal of one
frankfurter. The calories in alcohol can contribute
to overweight. However; if alcohol is substituted
for a balanced diet, the person.may suffer from
malnutrition.

8. (False) Moderate amounts of alcorol'usually do not
harm ,body organs in'the well-nourished person. But
large amounts and high concentrationsof alcohol may
lead to irritation or inflammation f parts of the
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#4.7{ 41,71

digiStive system; prolonged and heavy drinking may
seriously Affect the heart, liver," stomach, and
other organs.

5. (True). If a pers61 rapidly gulps down an unusually
large amount of alcohol (more than a pint), it may

'kill him.

-10. (False) Alcoholic beverages are made from two
different processes - fermentation and distillation.
Distillation creates beverages containing higher

--,,concentrations bf,alcahol.

Wines and beers areermented beverages. Most
beer made in the United States contains about

,P-gr
,le

4 percent pure alcohol. Ordinary table wines
..-4

(such as burgundies, sauternes) contain up to
,

lzk.'
.x

,
14 percent pur alcohol. Desert or cocktail

-., Wines' (ports and sherries, instance) are
,

fortified with extra alcohol, creasing the
alcohol content to-,l8 to 21 percent. .

11. (True) Straight liquor reaches the brain faster
because it is'absorbed into the blood stream faster

ry than liquor which is diluted.

But when liquor is diluted, what you use as a
mixer has an influence on absorption of the
alcohol. The carbonation in soda Or ginger
ale Will speed-the pa-ss-age -of-the alcohol
through the stomach. , Thus, the alcohol in,
liquor diluted with water is absorbed somewhat
faster; and the alcohol in straight liquor is
absorbed fastest of

12. (False) The flavor o.f the liquor does not affect
the drinker. It's the alcohol content that affects
him. Each liquor has a different flavor because .

each is madefrom different ingredients. Whiskey
is made from grain such as corn, barley, rye; vodka
from corn, other cereals, and potatoes; rum froi
molasses; gin from alcohol flavored withjunfper
berries.

"

But all ordinary liquors ha've:raughty the same
alcohol content. With most vodkas', gihs,
whiskies, rums, 1 ounce contain' about 1/2
ounce of pure alcohol.
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13. (False) Switching, or miitrig, Won't make you drunker
because the degree of drunkenn'ess is determined by the
total amount of alcohol yOur blood absorbs, not by
the flavor of the beverage. However, for some people
switching is more likely to cause nausea and vomiting'
possibly because of the different flavorings and
mixers used.

14. (False) Nothing can speed the, obering-up process
because your body oxidizes alc 1 at a steady rate.
Coffee can help keep yOu awake, but it won't improve
your judgment or sharpen your reaC\tions. A person
who is drunk can only wait for his ,liver to burn up
the alcohol, at the rate of about ore hour for every
1/2 ounce of alcohol he has drunk. \

15. (True) Under certain circumstances, one drink may
affect a driver's judgment, mayinterfere with his
normal alertness, especially if he is an inexperienced
driver or an inexperienced drinker. He, may become
overconfident,_ careless, mareii-k-ely to ,take chances,
running through a red light, passing on a curve,
speeding. To be absolutely safe, anyone should wait
at least an hour, after having a drink before he
drives. If he cannot wait, he should find a non-
drinker to take the wheel.

16. (False) Drunkenness is temporary loss of control
ile drtnkin4.

alcohol. Anyone who drinks immoderately at one
time or another may become drunk.

Alcoholism is a serious illness. The alcoholic
person loses control of his drinking. He is
dependent on alcohoYv and his drinking interferes
with some vital part of his life - his work, his
family, his emotional or physical health. He
may feel that drinking offers him not only
escape, bit actually the only satisfaction he
can find in life.

91...- (False) Out of about 80 million people in the United
States who use alcohol, 9 million are estimated to
be alcoholic persons. Doctors do not know why some
peop a be ome alcoholic:most experts believe that
it i a co bination of physical, psychological, and
socio ogic 1 causes. Lhe person who drinks to-

escape m his Emotional problems ad the pressures
of everyday living is probably more likely to,become
an alcoholic individual. ,
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78. (True) in many cases. Medicines and psychiatric
treatment argfused,by doctors to WI) the alcoholic
person sti-rsober and learn to handle his problems
effectively without alcohol. Many people have also
been helped by Alcoholics Anonymous; by religious
gujdance, and,by vocational rehabilitation workers.
But no single method of treatment works for everyone.

19. (True) These signs may be warnings: The person's
drinking increases, especially his drinking alone...
He may seek excuses to drink, or drink on the sly,
or need- to drink early in the morning. He may gulp
drink after drink. He may "black out". (This is
temporary loss of memory, not loss of consciousness.

At this point, a persori may be treated.effectively
if he consults his physician or minister, or a
counselor, psychologist, or psychiatrist.
Without treatment, he faces uncontrolled
drinking, li-equent drunkenness, and addiction
to alcohol.

\

.
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EPISODES A - D

A. What does a family do when ...
1) You come home to find one of your parents drunk? (Does the family try to carry

on as if there were no problem? Does the family cons* the family doctor? Does
the family try to talk the drioker into calling the local Alcohol Anonymous group
or the community's mental health or alcoholism clinic?)

2) The parents are nondrinkers and their teenager is wondering whether to drink? (Do
the parents decide their teenage? will not drink? Does the teenager make a decision
on his/her own? Do the parents and teenager discuss the qtiestion together before
any decision is made?)

B. What does a girl do if...
1) She sees her brother getting high at a party? (Does she ignore it? Mies she ask him

to stop drinking? Does she ask one of his friends to talk to him?)
2) She doesn't like drinking but her girl friend wants her to accept a drink. (Does she

accept the drink in order to keep her friend from getting angry at her? Does she
refuse to accept the drink regardless of how her friend feels? Does she laugh and
try to joke her friend out of the situation?)

C. What does a boy do if...
1) He feels high when it's time to leave a party. (Does he call for a cab? Try to act

as if he isn't high? Ask a friend if he can spend the night with him?)
2) His parents ask where he's going when he's headed for a party, at which he knows

there will be drinking. (Does he tell about the drinking? Tell them where he'll
be but not mention the drinking? Make up a story about where he's going?)

D. What does a young person do if ...
1) He/she is at a party where everyone urges him to have,a drink? (Does he take one

for football, even if he isn't? Taste a drink and later pour the rest of it down the
drain? Pretend he has a drink when in reality it's really Coke or 7-Up?)

2) He/she finds beer being served at a party? (Does he accept the beer; anytime,
anywheie? Ask himself whether he really wants the drink and why? 'Consider
the particuln circumstances of the party?)

3) He/she has neever had a drink and wants to see what it's like? (Does he ask his
parents to let him drink with the family? Experiment at home when his parents
are away? Experiment at a friends hour ?)
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' LEVEL VII

LESSON 9 AND 10- RULES

Purpose:

To help the student, understand the role or rules
or laws in a just society.

Focus:

Responsibility

Materials:

None

Terminal Objective:

Student will decide if rules are necessary for a
given situation and formulate guidelines consis--.
tent with that decision.

Q

Enabling Objectives:

1. Student will be able to describe the decision=
making stating alternatives and. .

consequ ,es.
.,,, ''':%',

t2. Student will be able to'formula-te qdalities,
necessary for a leader.

4

7

6 8
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Learning Experiences: _
. 1

/ Teacher: Set the scene for the class."'
<---

------ ,

.

You are all astronauts in a space ship. Just
as the ship is crash landing on another planet,

. the radio connection with Houston is broken.
YoU are on your own.°

1. What will you do? (Teacher: Focus on
the process of establishing rules and
choosing leaders. Record rules on
butcher paper so class can refer back
to them.)

,

2. What do you believe is the best way to
pick a leader? Why? What qualities
should a leader have? What powers should
a leader have? What duties? .(All answers

'should be listed on the chalkboard.)

3. As a class, choose a leader in a manner
suggested by the class. A brief dis-
cussion of the qualities necessary for
a leader in this situation might be

. appropriate. (Students may want to have
an election.) .

You have chosen a leader. Now, what
dangers or problems do you think you're
going to have on the moon? (They might
say such things as: no air, but some
stored in tanks on ship; no water or
fopd, except for what they brought;

. .weightle sness because of little gravity;
extreme em ratures, etc.)

How can you ilve these problems? Jhe
classmight suggest committees to ration
food andsw44-61.1 to fix radio; stand gbard;
etc. The elected leader could take over
responsibility for this task. The follow-.
ing.statements can guide the leader and
class in forthulating rules:
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A

How can we keep everyone from trying

/1

to get more than their snare --off food
and water? (We set up rules.) What
qualities should rules have? What
kind of rules can you set up? (Work
hours, guard duty, no stealing, no
fighting, explore in pairs; off
limits places and distances, etc.)

What if someone breaks one of the
rules? (We need punishments) What
kind of punishments can you set up?
(Extra guard duty, no meals, etc.)

(Teacher: This is a good place to stop after
you have listed the answer to the questions,
so you might ask:

Do you think_doeru+e-s-werrate-wer-e--
net-es-sa-ry? Why? What could happen
if no rules were made?

Then:

We will continue this lesson. Mean-
While, think of other things you would
like to add to our list.

LESSON 9 - (Next Day)

Learning Experiences:

1. Teacher: Review the procedures and rules
adopted yesterday.

2. Say, "Suppose only a guard we e left and .

all the rest of you merit-On exploration.
When you returned, somg,foodiwas mis§ig."
,What should you do?'t-The -group may deCide
to have.a trial tddeteTmine the guard's
guilt or innocence.

S.
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Using the role play cards on page -6? enact
a trial. Jury members and a foreman should
be selected, though these role play cards
are riot included*

',Answer the following: (These questions can
be answered without an actual trial.)

A. 'Why should the guard accused be
given a trial? (Innocent until
proven guilty; individual free-:
dom.)

B. Do you feel there are any differences,
in rules set up for this (our)
'society and the society on another
planet? Can you name them?

C. Do you believe' rules are necessary
for society? Why?

D. What do you think would have happened
if no rules had been established on
the moon? l'.1() you think the guard
would have been thought guilty if
-no rules ,had been establed?

Evaluation:

Divide students into groups of five. Give them
the situatioirdescribed below and tell them to
come up with a survival plan. Suggest that they
reflect back over the last two lessons, but they
ar-wfree to choose'any plan the group thinks will
be successful.

*Note: Students will need time to organize
for the role play activity. Give
them a specified period of time; do
not allow the activity to drag. Feel
free to expand the role play characters
or encourage students to build the
type of character they want the ro14
to reflect.
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EVALUATION SITUATION

.

Pretend you are one of a dozen survivors of an
airplane crash. The crash site is in a remote,
rugged mountainous area.and seVeral Aays, per-
haps weeks will likely pass before you can hope
to be, rescued. The supply of food, water and
blankets is limited. Decide on a plan or

'organization which ycu think will help the
dozen people survive for perhaps two to three
weeks.

-.---....

.. t

0
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RULES

GUARD (THE DEFENDANT)

You are the guard. You are angry because, you
didn't want to be left behind to guard the
food. You may pretend you did not take the
food, or you may pretend you took it because
you were angry.

LAWYER (FOR THE GUARD)

You are willing to do anything to get your
client off. You don't really know whether
or not he's guilty, but he's your client and
you are representing him. You are willing to
say he was insane at the time (becawe of his
anger) in order to get him a probated sentence.

PROSECUTOR

You are determined to convict the guard. All
your evidence has shown you he is guilty. You
do not believe he was insane at the times. You
are representing the people and you believe
they have been used by a selfish law breaker.

JUDGE

You are a fair person, trying to do what you
believe is your duty. You don't want the
jury swayed by an emotional trial.
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MEMBER OF THE EXPLORATION GROUP - WITNESS #1

The exploration part was necessary to gather
information about the place where we will all
be living. This is a strange place and the
food supply had to be protected. The guard
has acted irresponsibly by not properly
carrying out his assigned duty.

MEMBER OF THE EXPLORATION GROUP WITNESS #2

The guard was frightened at being left behind
and was unsure if the party would even return.
You know he has a special illness and t4e
missing food is probably necessary to sustain
his diet.

74
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 11 - GOING ALONG

Purpose:

to help students realize that actions have
consequences regardless of the reason moti-
vating the action.

Focus:

Friendship

Prerequisites:

Experience in "rank ordering"

Materials:

Form, "Chris' Dilemma"

Terminal Objective:

Student will'generate solutions resulting
from "Going Along," and analyze
consequences of the solutions.

Enabli.-tbjectives:

1. The student will be able to share his
opinions after reading the story, "Going
Along."
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2. Student will be able to invento -1"y his
own concept of "friend."

3. Student will explore various consequences
for a solution to Chris' dilemma.

Learning Experiences:

1. Read the story, "Going Along." (Teacher:
If you feel the boys in your class will
hesitate to respond, substitute boys'
names for those in the story.)

2. Orally, have students answer questions
on Chris' Dilemma Form. They should be
allowed to fully discuss each alterna-
tive. All answers should be accepted
without judgmental comments from the
teacher.

3. Ask students to stop after #C and
conduct a brief discussion allowing
students to say why they responded
to the questions as they did.

4. Now, ask students to rank order the
alternatives in D-G.and answer-H.

5. Now, ask the following questiohs:

What do you think happened
to Nancy?

How do you think she felt?

Have you or a friend of yours
ever had an experience like
this?

How did you/yoUF friend feel?

What do you think Chris should do?
.

Why?

7G
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Evaluation:

Following the rank ordering and class dis-
cussion, put students into groups of five.
Ask each group to decide what Chris should
do. Record each solution on the board and
ask the class to.generate consequences,
which could occur as a result of the various
solutions. The class may want to agree on
one best solution or it may want to leave
the possibility open for several courses
of action. It is important for students to
thoroughly explore the feelings, solutions
and consequences of this episode.

4
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CHRIS' DILEMMA

Place an X in the blank by the rewonse you
choose.

A. "Going Along" means

1) doing what a friend wants me to do

2) doing only fun things

3) doing what I think is right

B. 'I would rather be

1) Chris

.2) SuSan,

3) Nancy,

C. If I",were Chris, I would have

1) called Nancy

2) walked out

3) tried to persuade Susan to
something else

D. If you had a personal problem who would
you go to?

1) Chr'is

2) Susan;

3) Nancy



E. Who 'would you tell a secret to}
9e;

1) Chris

2) Susan,

3) Nancy

F. With whom would you like to spend a
Sunday afternoon?

1) Chris

2) Susan

3) Nancy

G. Whichis most important in friendships?

1) LOyalty

2) Honesty

3)' Kindness

4) Other

jo H. What are the consequences of "Going Along?"
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GOING ALONG

It was 8:20 when Nancy came to Homeroom for the
first time. She looked funny in her faded dress, and
her hair was stringy and unbrushed. Chris immediately
felt sorry for h r but that feeling changed when Susan
whispered, "Wha a creep! She's stupid looking!"

Susan was1Chris' best friend and if Susan thought
Nancy was stupid, she probably was. Chris hoped Susan
would invite her home this afternoon. They always had
such fun: Susan's mother always had cookies and cokes
for them and Susan didn't have to help her mother
clean the house. Chris wished she didn't have to,
but as she thought how hard her mother worked she be-
gan feeling bad that she had resented helping. After
all, she didn't have a father ,to provide for her and
her mother waS doing the best she'could. And she did .

value Susan's friendship.

During'lunch Nancy always sat alone away from
everyone. Four months had passed and she had never
said a word in class. In fact, she never talked at
all. Nobody liked her -- she was dumb.

"Lome over this afternoon and we'll make Christ-

/

/ ,mas cards," Susan said one day. "Mother's going
shopping so we'll have peace and quiet."

"Okay; but 1 have to be home at five so I can
wash the dishes before Mom comes home," Chris an-
swered. . .

"I don't know \why you put up with that," Susan
said hotly, "You're a Slave! I'd tell my mother to
forget it!"

"Well, I have to. She's tired and all when she
gets home and there's just the two of us," Chris'
replied.

The bell :rang and as Susan and Chris walked
down the hall, they noticedNancy.was beside them.
Chris'said, "Hi" and just es she started to say

something, Susan said, "Lf you're my friend, you won't
,talk.to anyone else."

/
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Chris,wasstartled but muttered, "I am your friend.
I just said 'hi'." Susan stomped off and the tardy bell
rang as Chris and Nancy stepped into the reading lab.

Later, as they walked.to Susan's house she said
angrily,-"If you're my friend, you'll call Nancy and
tell her she's dumb."

"I can't do that; that's not right," stammered
Chris.

"Okay, just don't come over here anymore,"
Susan said coldly.

Gosh, Chris thought, I like Susan. I don't want
to lose her friendship. She's my best friend. Maybe
just one call. "Well, okay, Ill. disguise my voice,"
she said.

"Hello," said,Nancy.

"You dummy! Why don't you drop out. You're so
dumb!' Click. Chris felt sick inside.

"Heyt That was good," said Susan. "Let's do
it again."

"No, you do it. I can't do it again."

"Fraidy cat," Susan remarked as she dialed Nancy's -

number.

"Hello," answered Nancy:

"Stupid! You wear funny clothes. Why don't
you split?" Susan yelled.

Bam! went the receiver. "Boy, we got hers,"

Susan laughed. "Come on, let's do our Christmas
...cards."

Late that t, Chris was still tossing and turn-
ing, '.ncy. She felt sick inside and wanted
to to r, but she was afraid of what her mother
might say.

She wondered how she could face Nancy again. If she

told Nancy what she and Susan had done, Chris knew she
would feel better - but what about Susan? She would never
speak to her again!
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'LEVEL VII

LESSON 12 - D,ECISIONS

Purpose:

To help the student realize the importance'
of consequences and the role they play in
decision making.

Focus:

Affection, loyalty

Materials:

Form, "Five Step OecMon Making"

Terminal Objective:

The studenewill make:a decision using the .

decision making process; he will be able to
'list alternatives and evaluate his decision.

Enabling Objective: -.p.?,!-

*4;
47 0,

1. The student Will monstrate6fiVe
steps in the devisNn making process.

il

2. The student will be able to express 74
his thodghts.through'participation
in group discussion.

\

3. 'The student will apply the decision.
making process to a given situation.
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Learning

1. The teacher will put the steps of
decision making on the chalkboard
or hand out to studentson a ditto
sheet:

0

Step 5 Question the decision
and if necessary change

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

a e a decision

Consider consequences -and ma e
a .decision

Write down possible soiutioAs
(alternatives)

Define (state') the problem (decision -
to be made)

2 Read *cure of the following episode to
the class:

A. As you are walking home from ,school,
or riding. the bus'hoMe from school,
your best friend tells you he is on
heroin.

B. Shoplifting at the loal convenience
stpl.e and it is reLl.ly a gas.

C. ,PlanniAg to run away from home.,

Using the five step decision making
process, how would you salve this
problem? Do this one in class'

Allow the answers tE7 come
from the students. The examples
here are for illustration purposes
only. '(Teacher: You may wish to
use anothe'r'example. If so, be

8*3
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sure all steps are followed. Write
the suggestions on the board so
pupils can visualize the process
and retain the data.) This should
not run more than 10 or 12 minutes
so that enough time is left for
evaluation.

Step 1 - Define the problem:

My friend is on heroin

Step 2 - Possible solutions (alternatives):

:fry to talk to friend about
getting help

Tell his parents

Tell the police

Get advice from someone you trust
(a coun§elor, teachers, etc.)

Find out the address and telephone
number'of any agency that helps

-drug addicts and try to talk your
friend into ealling them.

Consider the consequenc1's for
each solution:

a. He might get in trouble

b. Someone-he trusted could
pol6t out the 'risks of
haroin use

c. Yoll might lose his friend-
ship

(bake a decision on-what yokr.:are
going to do- one or- two of the
solutions or any other the,ropli
might decide on.)
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Step 4 - Act On'that

Specify the action you would take.
in view of Steps 2 and 3.

Step 5 - Evaluate the decision and
make changes_if.necessary:

(Ask the following questions)
.

'a. Would this really help my
friend?

b. Could I have done something
else?

c. Was it the best decision?

Evaluation:

Now have students use the five-step process
in the following situation: (Complete Five
Step Decision Making Form).

Divide the students into groups of four or
five. Instruct them to proceed through the
decision making process.

After each'group is finished, ask that the
group decision be shared with the entire class.

Early in the school year, you decided
tOrtb share lockers with a girl or boy
Ofriend. One day the assistant princi-
lrf5al asks if he can search your locker
becausp he was told you had some mari-
juana in it. You agree to let him.
Marijuana is found in the locker.
Possession of drugs means suspension
for the -res f the year.. The
principal AN. fit blame your girl/boy

. friend if:You-say-jt `t yours.
What should you dal'

(Teacher: If you Wish to use another exelre, 1.4

do so.)
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FIVE STEP DECISION MAKING FORM

*W.
Early in the school year, you decided.to share ckers with
a girl or boy friend. One day the assistant principal asks,
if he can search your locker because he was told you had some
marijuana in it. You agree to let him. Marijuana is found
in the locker. Possession of drugs means suspension for the
rest of the year. The principal might blame your girl/boy
friend if you say it isn:t yours. What should you do?

Step 1 - Define the problem

Step 2 - Possible soluticN;

at

Step 3-- Consider the consequences for each solution

Step 4 - Act on that decision

Step 5 - v luate the decision and mak change if necessary

86
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 13 - WANT* A BICYCLE

Purpose:

To help students understand the obligation
one person has to another in a particular
situation.

Focus:

Honesty
Reciprocity

Materials:

Filmstrip "Wanting a Bicycle"
Projector
Cassette player

Terminal Objective:

The student will analyze the information in
the filmstrip'and make a judgment regarding
what he would do in a similar situation.

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will participate in a
discussion of the filMstrip "Wanting
a Bicycle."

/- 2. Thkstudent wilT4ma.ke a decision on the
questions asked following the filmstrip.
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Learning ,,Experiences

1. The teacher will show the filmstrip
"Wanting a Bicycle."

2. In groups and with a recorder in,,tach
group, the student will discuss ttie
following questiods:

A. Briefly summarize the story.

B. How do -you think John felt?

Al C. What could John decide to do
about receiving more money-
than Mrs. Arrzza or Mrs. Taddeo
intended to give him?

D. What alternatives are open to
John?

E. What are the possible conse-
quences of each alternative
you have named?

F. Ha's anything like this ever
Mdppened to you or someone you
know?

G. How did you or they feel?

H. How did you or they solve
the problem?

3. Each group's recorder will share its
decision with the class orally.

Evaluation:

On the basis of information presented in the
film, what do you think is the'best solution/4-
Give at least one reason for choosing that
solution. (This can be an iydividual response
or-a group consensus. Let oral responses be
voluntary.)
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 4 - OPINIONS

Purpose:

To help the student understand that opinions
among peers may differ.

Focus:

Respect, Understanding, Tolerance

Materials:

"Opinion Poll" Form

Terminal Objective:

As a result of taking an opinion poll, the
student will illustrate differences of
opinion on controversial issues.'

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student wil verbally defend his
opinion on par. cular issues.

2. The student will tally the different
opinions of his c assmates.

3. The student will make evaluative
statements based on the reyults of
tie poll.
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Learning Experiences:

1. Have the class name at least ten con:-
troversial issues they would like to
discuss. Write the suggestions on
the chalkboard. Suggestions could be:

Sexually,in.tegrated athletic teams

School dress code (length of boys'
hair, length of girls' skirts)

Environmental, controls placed op
cars

Legalization of marijuana

Capital punishment for.convict ,Od
murderers

2 Ask students to volunteer their opinions
on these issues without "research," de-
pending only on what they already know
and think.

. Ask for students to volunteer an oppo-
site opinion on what, has been said. -

(You _may want to take each issue and
its rebuttals last.) Write rebuttals
on chalkboard or butcher paper, ger-
haps making two columns.

4. Have each student take one of the issues
kr.rd summarize any facts he/she may know,
citing sources.if possible. Some stu-
dents may insist on verification of data.
(Be sure to give enough time to complete
this.)

5. Volunteers may continue to share their
findings and state their own opinions
regarding issues until all who wish
have spoken.

(Teacher:. You may want the Evaluation to
be dope the next day.)

9O
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Evaluation:

Ask students, individually or in pairs or
triads', to select an issue and conduct an
opinion 0011 of a number of students; as
manY'as possible, and bring the results
to the next class. The issue can /be one .

discussed in class or students may chooSe
a different one. Let the choice come from
the student.

Example: Do you believe students should
have a voice in formulating the
student dress poltcy?

Agree strongly
Disagree strongly
Agtee somewhat
Disagree somewhat

. or
Yes, no,' sometimes

or
Agree, Disagree

The student should compVte th,e re$-pcinies.
and make a stateme.ntor two which-he feels
`reflects the feelings of the Students he
sampled. If his.own-opinion changedbe,-
cause of the.f,imdingt,or. responses to the

epoll, ask hito discuss whythat happened.

The student may find it necessary to design
a- questionnaire -in order to fully explore.
his issue. In.other words, a simple "Do
you agree or disagree with school bolicy
regarding hair length?" may not be edugh.
The student may want to find out what hair
length his fellow students, think is

appropriate; who should' make the policy;
should students have a. voice in the policy;
and what should the penalty be if the
policy is broken. Encourage students to
write the questionnaire.or poll so that he
can gully explore the issue. Students may
find' the "Opinion Poll" Form helpful.
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*After each pair or triad has reported the
findings' of the poll, ask each group to
make one statement regarding reasons why
people hold different views on issues. A

brief discussion following the statements
may clarify ideas and opinions.
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Agree strongly,

Agree somewhat

Sometimes

Disagree

Os-agree strongly

Disagree somewhat

A

OPI4R POLL FORM

Do you believe...

Mast. students I (we) polled -eel
f

93,
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LEVEL VII

LESSON <15 - "NOT WHAT IT SEEMS"

Purpose:

To help the student realize that things,
situations, people, etc., are not always
what they seem to be on the surface.

'Focus:

Responsibility, affection

Materials:

Form, "Guidelines for Decision Making"

Terminal Objective:

From a hypothetical situation, the student
will analyze a decision and develop guide-
lines far-responsible decision making.

Enabling Objectives:

I. The student will be able to describe
,his own feelings alloul Steve after
reading, "Not Wha.t It Seems,"

2. The student will efend his .opinion
about the actions of Steve and his
classmates.

3. The student will be able to synthesize
the ideas discussed.
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Learning Experiences

The student will read or be read the story,
"Not What It Seems" and will discuss the
following questions:

A. Tell briefly what happened in the
story.

B.' What decision did_Steve's classmates
make? How.do you think this affected
Steve's decision?

C. Characterize Steve.. Do you know any-
one like Steve? Does the description
of Steve make you like him? Why?

D. -How do you think Steve felt?

E. Has anything like this,ever happened
to you or someone you,know?

F. How did you or they feel?

G. Was there anything' else Steve could
have done?

H. If you had been Steve what would you
havd'done?

I. Does anyone else have any ideas?

J. Why is the story titled "Mot What It
Seems?"

K. Would ifthe possible fora situation
'the story "Not What It Seems"

to happen, to us?

L. Would we want a, situation like this
to occur? Why? Why not?

, M: What could we do to prevent something
1 i ke this from ha pve'ntlig-tb -oftbc of
(le'a cher: Try to get, as many sugges-
tionvfor guidelines for making char-
acter judgments-a's pos'Siblq.)
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)
Evaluation:

Following a thorough discussion of "Not What
It Seems," 'students will probably have some
good ideas for "guidelihes" which can.assist
them in decision making when faced with
similar character judgment situations.
(Referto Lesson 12 - Decisions.)

Place students into groups of four. Each
group will complete the "Guidelines for
Decision Making" form. Cater, one person
from each group will record the guidelines
on the chalkboard. 'after all gf'oups have
have reported, try to orgdnize the various
suggestions into one workable plan. This
plan could be posted in the room as a

.reminder of the process to be followed when
such situations arise.

( 4
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NOT WHAT IT SEEMS

Steve had been at Pinemont Middle Schohl

for only two' days when. the question of who flad

stolen Sally's five
id
ollars occurred. Obviously,

the money had been stolen - her purse was found

around the corner from the school that very day.

A

Several classmates felt Steve was the

culprit. He was so quiet and withdrawn and

.some of them had noticed how he had furtively

looked at the purse. After all, Steve had

been the only one in the TOOM during lunch,

and that's when Sally missed it. He had to

be the one!

When Mrs. Watson asked Steve about the

- purse, he didn't say anything. No confession,.

no denial,. no nothing! . Things begaa,t-e,reallS,

point to Steve.

Several days after the incident:Steve

left Pinemont for. good..//It was some time laterL,

that the class found out what had happened. It

seems that Tom had really been the culprit and

97
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Steve had seen him. Tom had come in the class

at noon, pretending to get his sweater. As

he leaned over to pick .ii up, one hand reached

into Sally's desk where her purse was. Steve
\

had seen him although Tom had thought he hadn't.

..

There was a lot of d-1\s

I

cussion among the

classmates about the whol thing for months

(after. Would Steve had si ayed at Pinemorht if

the class had not conviced him in their minds?
* \
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GUIDELINES FOR MAKING CHARACTER JUDGMENTS

(Refer to Lesson .12 - Decisions)

When making a decision I will follow these steps:

First:

Second:
1

....-",.....___

1

Thirdf

Fourth:

f

r

. e,

Fifth:
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 16 - HANDLING EMOTIONi

Purpose: ,

To help the student learn how to handle his
emotions and understand that emotions should
be acted out responsibly.

Focus:

Affection
Responsibi'lity

Materials:

Form,'"Ep*sodes"

Terminal. Objective:

The student w411 analyze the emotions displayed
in role play situations and suggest alternative
ways to act out emotions responsibly.

Enabling Objectives:
r

1. The student will able to discuis
personal ideas an opinions about.
emotions.

2. The student will be able to act out kris
emotions in hypothetical situatiaS

or observe others' mbtions in hyvothetical
-situations and i rpret them.

)
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Learning Experiences:

1. Discuss the following:

A. In yhat ways do people show their
emotions?

. .

(In actions; hitting someone,
throwing something; in words;
tone of voice, expression:
posture, eyes, laughing, crying,
screaming, etc.)

B Do you think 'a person an act out
hurt feelings against the wrong
people? Can you give an example?

C Do you think it's easier to hanAle
your feerings .once you admit to
yourself you have them? Why? Why nof7--'

D. Do you think even small children
have real feelings? Can you A'
think of an example that you
have seen?,

E. Do you think it's wrong to show
your" emotions? Which ones?'
Why?

F. Why .do you think a public speaker
often has a glass of water on the
stand by him?

G. Do you sometimes say one thing rand
your body another? Can you give
an example?

2 ,UsingepAiodeson "Role Plq. Form" students
are to role p14 the followingsituations.
You can select or have students volunteer
to role play or be observers. Two students
should role play and two observe (or two
role play and one observe). The observer
watches the role,play and later,interprets
to the class:`
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A.

What happened in the role playl

Wh'at emotions Were acted out?

Why were the role players responses
what they were?

Whet are alternative ways to handle,,
the emotions?

If there two observers, etch will report
the,above behaviors and the discussion can
be guided toward why the' obseryers differ in
their opinions of what happened if differences
occurred. Students love to role play and may
want to develop their own siNationS.

TeachL If you feel unsure of students' role
'playing ability, play the first role with
another .student in order.to set the tone for
role playing.

Use' as many of these episodes as you feel
are necessary. Clip the episodes off the
role sheets and hand tothe groups so that
all groups will noCknow each role play
situation prior to acting out the episode.
Also, add your own episodes if you wish.

140

Evaluation:

Following.role play, students will be able
to express their own'emottons regarding the
situation.

Teacher: Allow ample -time for'students to
Oscuss emotions. Ask, "W at were
your feelings in each s ation?"..

a
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EPISODES

1, Your younger, brother has dropped yopr new
cassette recorder and broken it beyond re-.
pal r. You feel anger and actually *hate
you*' bi*other at this Moment. You would
like to hit him.

2. Susie is iY i hurry to get home After .stool
bec&use her mother is ta.king.her shopping.
Mary stops Susie to talk and it's 'c.lear ,to
Susie that Mary is upset over something and"
needs comfort.

,

3. your dad has decided not to let.ydu use the
car Friday ntght. It's Thursday and you've
made A date with Paula for the big dance.
Yoy have.a Corsage for her and, you really

' wanted to make a good impression because it
is your first date with her.

4*. You are a tight end on the football team
and ,Friday is the game the college scouts
are going to observe for potential scholar-
ship receivers. The coach is houndinLyou
'about your weaknesses and you're tryin to
listen attentively.

/ 5. As you walk to'school one day, a bunch of
girls are standing on thei:-corner and as
you walk by, they laugh.

. 6. Your mother has to go to a PTA meeting and
want's you to babysit. You-hAd planned. to
go to Lou's to study for a big history test

. tomorrow.

7. Your family has been planning a vacation to
Disney Land for months. It's the nighrbefore
and all of you are and talking
about the trip and what you'll do.

N
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LEVEL VII

.,

3 4

A.ES'SON 17 - CONFLICTS

Purpose:-
.

,

.-'To-lielp,,the student- consider what .he would '

' ,'liketo doin life'.' r. 4

e , ...,2-
. ,

Focus: ":

AffedtiOn., resronsibIlity

Materials: .

Form, "Goals,of Life"

Terminal Objective;

The student will compare career information
wit0Life Goals and determine if the two
are. compatible. "_

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will be able to identify
Imk possible carder choices.

2. The student_ will make a judgment re-
garding "Mark's Dilemma.!

,

.
,

(To further explore theissue of Career
choices, the guidance Associates filmstrip
series on "Careers" would be an ,excellent
addition to this lesson,)
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Learning Experiences:
,

This lesson will take ati least four ,days tf,
you give every student ahanCe'to repo-rt:
You'can modify it by cutting down the number
of reports on careers,

I. Ask students to answer and discuss the,
following questions:

A. How many of you have an idea
of what kind of careerlou.
Want in life? .

that helped' you decide? ,Whd
,influenced you?

C., Ar,e any, of you unsure about a
career ?.,

)

D.. Can you name some carer s I

write them on the cha' board?

'E. Does alnyone know how to chooie
a career ?j Mhat kinds of things
db you*look for in choosing A
career?

How can you,, find out about
Career?,

G. Mould you be interested in
doing that?

0

0

2) WhO will volunteer to findout about- ..

one of the careers we .have listed on . .

the/Chalkboard? Do this until.all
careers are picked.)

. - ,
,

,

3, Ask the voIrteers to use the sou-rces
they s,ugge ed in -F and give a brief

-report tomorrow (dr next :time the class
meetS),. -. Be sure the orts'include
qualifications fo) hat areer.

105.
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NEXT DAY

1. Volunteers report in tl.ass.

2. How bany,of you are interested in one
,of these careers? Raise you hand as
I call'out-eacK one and let me mark
on the chalkboard the number interested
in each one. Why did you choose this
one?.

3. Are all of you qu'alified now for he
career you picked? Will you be uali-
fied when you finish high school.
What do you need to do to quali y?
Do you do well at school in the course
which that career requires?

4. Let's categorize these careers. Which
Ones are professional?, How do you
knOw? -,What makes a career professional?
Which ones are nonprofessional? What
is the difterene? .What kind of train-

. ing is required of both?

5. Now, I'd like'each of you to com5lete
th following statements: (These will

'b completed informally by students.)
7 '

I do/do mot thihk going to a
technical school is the right
thing to do afte high school
becaute.;..

B. I Would/would not go into the
Army after graduation from
high school because....,

C. I do/do not think I have to
worry about a career'now be -,
cause....

D. I do/do not believe college is
necessary because.....

136
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Ask, for vsilunteers to read their
cothpletions. 6

7. Arrange students in groups and read the
stiory, "Conflicts." On the chalkboard
(ar ditto sheet) write the following
questions for them to discuss and arrive
at 4n agreement on:

A. What was the conflict Mark
faced?

B. Do you think students should
be required to stay in school
until they are sixteen? Why?

C. How did Marks parents feel?

D. What alternatives did Mark have?
What were the con,sequences of
the alternatives?

E. Have you ever been faced with
such a decision? Has anyone
you know?

F. How did yOu/they feel?
-

G. What would yob do if you were
Aark? Why?

a. A repQrter from each group will answer
the question to the class for the' group.,

, ;
. 9. Does anyone else have an idea or any-

thing-else to add?

Evaluation:

St u'dents will complete the "'Goals of Life"
Evaluation Form.
4

sqp discussion can' be ,conducted following completion
f the evefuatiOn form, but sIL.14,--be voluntary for

lstudents Some ill want to answer the questions .

aloud and shay- their thoughts; ethers will not.
o

\
//
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GOALS OF LIFE

/

Rank vin order of importance to you

An adventuresome life (exciting)

A,comfOrtable life

A happy life

`A life of service to mankind

A wealthy life

A peaceful life
a

A life with loved ones

A life with ,personal recognition

A life of pleasure

A life 'of leisure

Compdre your rankings with the career you
chose, then answer the following' questions:

1. Is there a 'conflict between the rankings

.

of my "Goals of Life" and the career 1
studied? What is the conflict ?"

2. Which is more importamtto me - the 1'

.career or the go'al?

3. How can I,resOlve the conflict between,
the twp? I should bespecific in my
solutions.
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MARK'S DILEMMA

Mark could not remember staying in one

placeTOnger than six months Usually, his

family spent four or five months in a place
4

and moved on. That was what many migrant

families did and his family was no different.

Since the s asons and crops rule their

life, moving wa necessary and Mark liked it

most of the time. At sixteen he was old

enough now to stay home from school and help
. -0 r- I

his parents morb.ls youhgerAtoters ando

sisters helped, too, but the law said they
7 ,

had to be in schocil. ,

4.

The problem was that Mark was a good stu-

_dent; even moving all over tie country he had

good grades. When he mentioned to his parents

thatbe could quit school and really earn some

money, they wouldn't listen. Instead, they

'kept elling him to finish school, to make

'something of himself. It killed Mark to see

his parents work so hard. The dreams they

109
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had of his linishing high school and going
-.1, - I,

to college were his dreams too. No one had

ever finished school in their family and Mark

wanted to more than anything. Still, he

knew he could really help to make life easier

for his parents if WAropped out. Should

he? Or wouldit hurt his parents more for

him to quit? He didn't know wbat to do.

CY
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LEVEL VII

t I
LESSON 18 - WAYS TO LIVE

Purpose:

To help the student consider alternative
life s;yles'and become more introspective
about his own lifestyle.'

Focus:

Understan44ng, responsibility
.

Materials:

Form, "Ways to Live"

.0

Terminal Objective:

The students will clarify his own philosophy
of life by writing about things tp his life
which are consistent with a chosen philosophy.

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will rank order "Ways to Live"

2. The student will state his own philosophy
1 of life

,

,
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Learning Experiences:

This strategy is adapted from Simon's "Ways
to Live" (Number 67 p. 343 in Values Clari-
fication.) You may want to spend two days
on this lesson, complete numbers one.through
three the first day and four through six the
next.

1. Distribute "Ways to Live" to each student.

2. Read aloud or have volunteers read them
and discuss each e. Teacher: Point
out that the fiviVAvWays to Live" are
based on different philosophies of
life - Way 1 is self-control; Way 2 is
pleasure; Way 3 is one's own self; Way
4 is society; Way 5 is Christ. In

discussing these, explain that the
"u)timatelood" means' "most i-mportant"

"to. that particular. way of life.)

3. Ask the student to rank in order of
importance Ways to Live,"

4. On-the chalkboard mark how the students
ranked each one.

5. Discuss:, Why Itid you rank as you did? 7"
What role does a friend have in, one's
philosophy of life? What is the goal
of this wa4 of life? Did any ou
have trouble ranking these way to live?
Can you borrow from all these ways and
come up with one you can agree with
more? (Allow time for those who want
to rewrite a philosophy.)

6. Those who want to share theirown way
to live can do so.

-106
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Evaluation:

The student will list ten things he has done
in (he last week that are consistent with
his chosen philosophy of life.

Alternative: %

The student will list ten things he plans to
do that are consistent with his chosen
philosophy of life.

113
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`WAYS TO LIVE

WAY 1

Self control is t"he center of life.
Discipline and sternness are valued.
One's actions are guided by reason
and logic, never emotion or impluse.
Involvement with anotheriierson is
,never deep. The ultimate "good" is
self control.

WAY 2

Life is a bowl of cherrieS - a festi
val., a party. Live today for ,tomorrow
you may .die. Nothing'is serious or im-
portant, except enjoying life. The ul-
timate "good" is pleasure.

WAY 3

Life is centered around self. Self de-
termines what is important and necessary.
It doesn't matter who is hurt, as long as
self is protected and happy. The ultimate
"good;" is 'one's own self.

WAY 4

Life is centered around others. Society
is what makes life worthwhile. Everything
is done for society at the expense of the
individual. The ultimate "good" is society.

WAY 5

Life is centered around glorifying God
through Christ. Man is responsible to God
and it is man's duty to find out what God
wants him to do. Man is sinful by nature.
The ultimate "good" is following Christ's
example.

.,
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LEVEL VII

LESSON 19 - YOUR INTERPRETATION
I

Purpose:

To help the student understand the role Of
individual interpretation.

N( Fd'aus:,

Responsibility, respect

Materials:

Transparency orAlitto of accident scene
Form, "Interpretation"

Terminal Objective:

The student will analyze the role interpre-
tatibns play in describing events by coROAX-
ing sentences involving interpretation.

Enabling Objectives:

1. The student will record what he remem-
bers from a picture he viewed.

2. The student will determine why diffktences
- occurred as various students recorded

what they saw.

e

4 1
1 1 5
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Learning Experiences:

1. Uivlde the clais into groups andhane
each group a detailed picture such as -

the one at the end of this .lesson.
The picture should silould be the same for
each group. #

2. Take up the pictures and have each
group, through 'a recorder, list what
it remembers about the .picture; in-
clude color, object', placement,
being as specific as possible.

3. The recorder from each group then
"reads the list. (The teacher should.
copy,thelists on the chalkboard.)

4. Show the picture and discuss the
listings, what was left out; which

'group had the most complete list;
did every member of each group agree
on what to list; what were the
differences among groups; why was
the picture described differently
by the groups.

Evaluation:
r4e

Following the lesson students will have
developed ideas about experiences and point
of view. Conduct the following evaluation:

Ina group the student will.comialete
the fall() ing sentences and discuss

ti

Pebpl do/do notsee thingsoexactly
the same way because:

'7)
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1.

(

,
\I would/would mot.trust someone elses
interpretation of an accide.p.t or class
lecture I' missed because:

0
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1 INTERPRETATION

A .*7

) d

People'do/do not see
things exactly the same way

because

I would/would not
trust someone else's interpre-

-tation of an accident or class
lecture I missed because....



LEVEL VII

LESSON 20 - SELF INVENTORY; AGAIN

Purpose:

To cause students to compare and contrast
their own changing view of themselves and
others.

4

Focus:

Respect

Materials:

Self-Invfentory 'Form - RePeat*Irom-Lesson 1

Terminal Objective:

The student will determine his change of
attitude inthe areas of peer, family,
school and generalrelationships. com-
paring this inventory to the one in
Lesson 1, Part I.

Enabling Objective:

The student will complete the Self-InVentory
for the second time.

4
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Learning Experiences:

This lesson is a follow-up of Lesson 1 in
Part I. _Live. each student a copy of the
Self-Inventory and ask him to an'swer yes,
no, or'sometimes to each of the items.

Evaluation:

Aftec the student h s completed the Self
Inventory, ask him o compare this one to

the respOnses made n the first inventory.
Ask the following questions: .

1. In each area compare the answers,yqu
had o the first Self-Inventory to'
the 1 test Self-Inventory:

2. How m ny items in-each area you
chang

3. Were the chahges positive or negative i

4. Which of the changes make you feel
proud?

4

5. Whl.ch of the items do you still want
to work on?

....
6. Rank in. order five (5) items you have

decided to change,.
9

N ,
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MARIHUANA

SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Published by
Texas State' Department of Health

WHAT IS MARIHUAW--

Marihuana is a dried plant material from the .Indian hemp plant
(Cannabis sativa). The plant grows wild in many'parts of the world,
including the United States, and is frequently cultivated for its
commercial value in the production of fiber for rope, bird seed,
and other purposes. In its drug use itis known by csuch/names as
"pot,", "grass," "weed," "'Mary Jane," and many others.

For-use as a drug, the leaves and flowering tops of the plant are
dried and crushed or broken into small fragments which are then

typically rolled into thin homemade cigarettes, often called "joints."
It may also be smoked in small pipes and is occasionally incorporated

into food and eaten. The smoke smells like burning rope or alfalfa.
Because of its.distinctive odor, users - sometimes burn 'incense---td

mask the smell. /'

Marihuana varies greatly in strength, depending upon where it is

grown, whether it is wild or specifically cultivated for smoking on
eating, and which portions of the plant actually go into the drug

mixture. Marihuana is also sometimes adulterated with other
materials sucK as the seeds and stems, tea, catnip, or oregano,
still further reducing the strength of the resulting mixture.

Hashish ("Hash") is the potent dark brown resin which is collected
from the tops of high quality cannabis. Because of the high
concentration of resin, it is often five to six tides stronger than
the usual marihuana, although the active drug' ingredients are the

same. BAsically it is a much more concentrated'form of the drug.

Tetrahydrocannabinol, or THC (techn-ically-A9 THC), is considered
to be the basic active ingredient in marihuana and hashish. The

amount of this chemical present determines the strength of the .

drug. Although various substances called THC have been sold
illegally, the high cost and the difficulty of producing the
material make it very unlikely that it is actually available

illicitly. No samples of THC purchased on the black market have

been found to be THC on .chemical analysis to this date.
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HOW WIDELY IS IT USED 0 THE UNITED STATES?

While estimates based on various surveys differ, it is generally
conceded that the use of marihuana has undergone a sharp increase
in the last several years, particularly among young people. On
some college' campuses where use is extensive, a majority of the
students have tried the drug at 1st once. Use which was origin-

. ally restricted to a small number of groups has now expanded to
include indi44444444-fr many widely different social backgrounds.

While the exact extent of marihuana use in the United States is not
known, health authorities believe that as many as 8 to 12 million
Americans have used the drug at least once in their lives. Other
estimates have ranged as high as 20 million. Perhaps as many as '

one million are "potheads." They have made marihuana a way of life,
and are the equivalent-of the chronic alcoholic who also uses a
chemical to deal with problems of living. Research studies are
underway to examine trends in use and to determine more precisely
patterns of use.

HOW DOES THE DRUG WORK?

When smoked, marihuana quickly enters the bloodstream and within
minutes begins to affect the user's mood and thinking. The exact
mechanisms of action and the alterations of cerebral metabolism are
not well understood. Extensive research is currently underway to
provide this basic information. Because it can cause hallucinations
if used in very high doses, marihuana is technically classified as
a mild hallucinogen. Despite several thousand years of use, less
is presently known about the mode of action of this drug than is
know about most other drugs in widespread use. It is only in the
last f0 years that the synthesis of THC and the development of
methods "to assay THC in marihuana have made precision experiments
pos"sible.

00 WHAT ARE ITS PHYS AL EFFECTS ?'

The:long term physica effects of marihuana are not yet known. To
answer this question, extensive scientific research is currently
underway. It is based on both laboratory findings and research in
countries wher -e use has been widespread for-many years.

The immediate physical effects on the. user while smoking include
reddening of the whites of the eyes, increased heart beat, an
coughing due to the irritating-effect of.. the smoke on'the gs.

Users also report dryness of the mouth and throat. Re.: s of
increased huQger and sleepiness are also common.
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WHAT ARE THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS? ---,

..,:,

The drug's effects on the emotions and senses v ^Widely, de-
, *pending on such factors as the user's expected , the

circumstances of use and', of course, the stren h and quantity
of the drug used. Typically time is distorted and seems much

/"7 extended - 5 minutes pay seem like an hour. Space may seem
enlarged or otherwise distor ed. Sounds and colors sometimes

1.16T

seem intensified. Thought f eggently becomes dreamlike. The,

notion that one is thinking' b .ter is not unusual. Illusions
(misinterpretation of sensations) are often reported. Hallucina-
tions (experiencing non-existent'sensations) and delusion
(false beliefs) are rare. Frequently the user undergoes kind
of passive withdrawal accompanied by some degree of "hi.gh." The
individual tends to withdraw into himself. Occasionally, u

controllable laughter or crying may occur.. While some us ya

find the effects. pleasant, otters find them frighteni,p r very
unpleasant. _Unfounded suspiciousness may occur and t s Wey be ,

accompaneby marked fear or anxiety. Occasionall such
reactions may be sufficiently severe as to cause susceptible
individual to develop symptoms of panic, a para id -state or a
temporary break with reality. Such effects m be more likely
to occur in the youthful user whose persona ty is still in the
process of rapid change. ,

Recent evidence has documented a lost f immediate recall, and
difficulty in'thinking and speech du to disorganization of
recent memory. These have been fo d in experiments with single
doses. .The implications for chronic marihuana user-must await
additional investigation.

HOW DOES MARIHUANA AFFECT J GHENT?

(

A person under the influ nce of marihuana may find uch harder
to ma*e.--Idecisions requ ing logical thinking. he same time
he may erroneously bejleve that his judgmen s unimpaired, or
even that his tal'functioning has be enhanced by the action
of the dru'. Per ming any complex task requiring good reflexes
and clear thinkin may be impaired, making such tasks as driving
particularly da erous. Research is currently underway to more
accurately det mine the effects of varying quantities of mari-
h6ana-on driv ng and other skilled activities.

IS MARIHUANA LESS HARMFUL THAN ALCOHOL?

The results of intoxication by both drugs can be harmful. We
.now that alcohol is aitangerous drug physically, psychologically,.
or socially for millidhs of people whose drinking is out of control.
There is no firm evidence that marihuana would be less harmful if
used consistently. American experience to date has largely been
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limited to marihuana of low potenc , infrequently used over a
relatively short period of time. n countries where the use of
marihuana and related drugs hasZ n widespread, "skid rows"
based on marihuana use exist. At -sent the research evidence
is insufficient to answer' this quest on with xertainty. It
should,.however, be remembered that uently,requires
extensive use over a long period o ime by large numbers of
people before the public health implications of a drug are
clearly understood.

WHAT ARE THE LATEST FINDINGS ABOUT THE DRUG?
,-

(--

With increasingly widespread use have come numerous reports of
adverse reactions to the drug. While not typical, instances of
acute panic, depression, and occasionally more serious mental
illness have followed the use of marihuana in susceptible indivi-
duals.- There is reason to believe that such reactions may be
more likkely to occur in the youthful user.

Working with man-made tetrahydrocannabinol, a leading scientist
recently found that high dosages of the drug brought on severe
'reactions in every person tested.

The scientist observeA,...that a dose equal to one cigarette of
the weak United States type can make the smoker feel excited,
gay, or silly. After larger amounts, the user experiences changes
in,perception. Colors seem brighter,- his sense of hearing seems
keener. After a dose equal to 10 cigarettes, he experiences
visual hallucinations, illusions, or delusions. His mood may
swing from great joy to extreme horror.\He may becp me deeply
depressed, or have feelings of uneasiness, unreali y, or
suspiciousness.

IS MARIHUANA ADDICTING?

Authorities now think in terms of drug "dependence" rather than
"addiction." Marihuana, which is not a narcotic, does not cause

i/ physical dependence as do heroin and other narcotics. This
' meant that the body does not become dependent on continuing. use

of the drug. The body probably does not devel a tolerance to
he drug either, which would make larger and la ger.doses
ecessary to get the same effects. Withdrawal f om marihuana
sed.in ordinary amount does not produce physic sickness.

A number of scientists think the drug can cause psycholjogical
dependence if takien regularly. All researchers agree that more
knowledge of the long-term physical, personal, and social
consequences of arihuana use is needed before national decisions
about its legal tatps can be made.
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D0 IT ,LEAD TO USE OF NikRCOTiCS?

A 19. study of narcotic addicts from city areas showed that
mit than 80 percent had previously used marihuana. Of the
m larger number of persons-who use marihuana, scientists
agree that few go on to.use morphine and heroin. No direct
cause-and-effect link between the use of marihuana and narcotics
has been found. Researchers point out, however, that a person
predisposed to abusii a drug may be likely to abuse other, stronger
drugs. We are currently observing multiple drug use among young
people, Involving marihuana, stimulants, sedatives,. hallucinogens
and, incr asingly, opium and heroin.

WHAT ARE TH PECIAL RISKS FOR YOUNG USERS?

Breaking the laws dealing with marihuana can have serious effects
on the lives young people. They may find tjir education in-
terrupted and t future shidowed or altered by having a police
record. An arrest or conviction can complicate their life and
plans at many turns. For example, in many States, a person with
a police record must meet special conditions to obtain or renew
a driver's license. Conviction can prevent a person from entering
such professions as medicine, law, or teaching. It can make it
difficult to get ',responsible position in business or industry.
Special hearings dhe necessary before he can hold a government job.
Before a student tries marihuana, he should be aware of the social
and legal realities about getting involved with the, drug.

Other risks are pointed out by, experts on human growth and
development. They say that a more subtle result of any drag abuse
on the young person is its effect on his personality growth and
development. For young people to experiment with drugs at a time
when they are going through a period of many chan9es in their
transition to adulthood is-a seriously questionable practice.
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II. UNDERSTANDING ALC6101. AND ITS EFFECTS

"One drink of wine and you act like a monkey;
Two drinks and you strut like a peacock;
Three drinks and you roar like a lion;
And four drinksyou behave like a pig."

"Iiihen Ithe

Henry l'oltan Motion

s in, strange things go out."

Johann Christoph
Friedrich von Schiller
"7 'he Piccolomipi" .

"It [drink) protokts the desire but it takes
away the performance."

William Shakespeo?e
Macbeth

(risen the long history of men and alcohol, it isnot
surprising that a large fund of folk wisdom and folk-
lore has developed. describing how men respond to
drinking. and suggesting 'remedies to offset its effects.
Like most folk observations. the lore about -drinking
mixes fart with fiction. Even today, many presumably
sophisticated drinkers who know every vineyard. vin-
tage year, distillery, and brewery nonetheless are rela-
tively ignorant of the way their favorite beverages
affect them. for better and for worse. They therefore
have little rational basis for responsible drinking For
example. many people believe that if they must drive
after drinking, coffee will speed the sobering-up proc-
ess. Unfortunately, this is not ,true Coffer can help
keep people awake, but it cannot improse judgment
or sharpen reactions dulled by alcohol The person
who expccts to drive after drinking should either pare
hi., intake, or wait until his liner is able to burn up the
alLoi.ol, sic now know that, in either case, the as erage
j erson should allow one hour for every half ounce of
.1col.ol he has drunk. Information on the effects of al-

coholboth short-term and long-termis essential to
the pc .son who wants to drink responsibly. This chap-
u sums up the latest scientific findings and corrects
sot., misinformation on how alcohol acts on the body.

r

Dirt-Tom El acts

Alcoholic beverages arc. such a familiar part of our
life-style that it is hard to realize that alcOhol is a drug
every bit as active physiologically as many of the
so-called "drugs" that are usually ingested as pills. Its , (s,

primary effects-are in the central nervous system, al-
though the whole body is affected.

Alcohol is often.thought of as a stimulant. because
it appears to make people more lively and uninhib-
ited. Indeed, in very low concentrations, it does stimu-
late cellular activity in most organisms, from the sim-
plest bacteria to the most complex mammals. And in
moderate quantities, alcoholic beverages slightly in-
crease the heart rate: slightly dilate blood sessels in
arms, legs. and skin. moderately lower blood pressure:
stimulate appaite: increase production of gastric se-
cretion, and markedly stimulate urine output. But as
with most other biologically active chemicals. the gen-
eral physiological effects of alcohol depend on the
amount or concentration in the pet ifi«.ells, tissues,
or organs affei ted. In higher concentrations it can de-
press function. seriously injure cells, or men kill them
(57).

Alcohol l's technically considered to be a depressant,
since it primarily depresses functions of the central
nervous system. The reactions are related not neces-
sarily to the amount.ofalcohcil drunk, but to its con-
centration in the blood. Unlike most other foods, alco-
hol does not have to be digested slowly before reach-
ing the blood stream. Instead, it is immediately ab-
sorbed Into the blood, passing directly through the

all of the stomach and small intestine. The blood
rapidly carries it to the brain. When blood-alcohol
lesels are loss, their effect is usually mild sedation, re-
laxation, or tranquility. Slightly higher lesels, at least
in some people, may produce ,Ixhaioral changes
which seem to suggest stimulation of the brain. they
het ow talkatisc, aggressis c', and excessively' active.
IloweVer, these changes are thought to result from de-
pression of the Most highly developed brain centers
which normally inhibit or restrain such behavior. At
still higher le%els. great depression of lower parts of
the brain occurs, producing incoordination, confusion,
disorientation. stupor, anesthesia, coma, or death.
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ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLISM

Since individuals vary, the exact concentrations at
which these changes occur cannot be given. The fol-
lowing chart shows the general relation between
blood- alcohol levels and behavior for a 155-pound
moderate drinker who rapidly consumes 90-proof
whiskey on an empty stomach. (These levels may be
slightly higher if the drink is gin or vodka, or the
drinker weighs Much less than 155 pounds on-
versely,. the level will be lower if the beser is beer,
wine, or a "mixed" non-carbonated drink, if the
drinking is spaced over a prolonged period. if the
drinker weighs more than 155 pounds. or if solid foods
are eaten at the same time):

Percent
bloodalcohol

Quantity level
Resulting
behavior

3 os. whiskey 0.05
(2 "shou")

6 oe. " 0.10

12 as. 0.20

15 os. 0.30
. 30 os. 0.50+

sedation and
tranquility

lack of
coordination

obvious
intoxication

unconsciousness

death may result

' Blood-alcohol levels have important legal implica-
$ons. In most parts of the United States, and in some

---'countries of Europe, an individual with a blood-alco-
hol level of 0.05 percent or less is legally presumed to
be sober and in condition to operate a motor vehicle.
A person with a level of 0.15 percent or more is legally
intoxicated or "under the influence" in some States,
while in others the 0.10 percent level constitutes legal
intoxication.

It is stillnincertain whether there is a threshold
-below which alcoh11 has no detectable influence on

responses, reaction time, and vari s complexu
sle However, when the bloodaltohol evel reaches

3 or 0,05 percent, it is generally agreed that
changes are evident (7). At very low blood-alcohol

/ levels, such simple reflex responses as the knee-jerk
seem to be more rapid. At levels above 0.03 or 0.04.
reflex responses, reaction-time responses. and per-
formance in such activities as automobile driving and
many kinds of athletics generally change for the
worse Significantly, as a driver's performance is im-
?a*ted, his judgment often deteriorates and he be-
lieves he is driving better.

A British investigator has made a careful studs of
I e eeects Of various amounts of alcohol Oa the judg
ment and driving ability of experienced busdrivers.
The drivers were asked to estimate the distance be-
tween two adjUstable poles through which they be-
lievee they could successfully drive, and to indicate

130
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their level of confidence in their abilit to carry out
he dris ing task. They were then obsersed .1, the per-
rmed the test. The ins esiigator found the following:

As the amount of alcohol taken wa,.s, increased.
the drivers were prepared to drive their %chides
through narrower gaps. thus rest aline that their
judgment had been impaired. .

Their performance. as well as their ludgiiient.
progressivehj deteriorated as the consumed
more alcohol.

.
3 The drivers. after taking alcohol. becallie wore

dangerwis beciesevof os erconfidence. This- re-
sulted front the fact that the let el of confidence

IV which the% were first prepared to drive their
bus remained unc hanged Howe% er. at an given
size of gap. the), bet attic int reasinel t otifident
success as the took mote alcohol.

4. Alcohol nt nsified a driver's tendenc v to over-
rate his ability in relation to his performance.

The investigator observed that the hehas ioral im-
pairments seen antac the drivers were not necessarily
predictable on the basis of the amount of alcohol con-
sumed. Thus. sonic drivers were more affected by two
whiskeys than others were by six '25 ,.

Sonic other studies have-Jim% n that the effects of
alcohol nil skilled performance are not necessarils re-
lated simpl to alcohol-concentrations in the blood.
For instance. scientists at the Katolitiska Institute in
Stockholm ham. suggested that skilled performance
may he impaired at a certain level when the blood -al-
cohol curse is rising. but there ma% he no impairment
at the very same let el when the blood-alcohol curse is
falling. An indisidual nia thus be judged intoxicated
at given blood-alcohol level %%hen the curve is going
ul but sober at the same lees el when it is going down
f II. In the saute field. research in the International
Center for P4Chodietetics has indicated that identical
blood-alcohol lesels in the same indisidual can be as-
sociated with rentarkabl different psychomotor per-
formance. depending on whether the indisidual con-
sumed the alcoholic beserage with or without meals
(62,.

.

As suggested above. the rate at which alcohol is ab-
sorbed into the bloodstream; and its behastoral effects

iiare affected ht a number f intetacting factors
(37.39,57 . On the physical ide. hots fast a person
drinks. his weight. whether h/ has eaten. his drinking ,
history and body chemistry. find the type of beverage
(and'inixert "used' are all illluential. On the pscho-
logical side. the drinking sit ation. the dnnkees mood.
his attitudes, and his pre% i us experience. ,ich alcohol
will all contribute to his cud:is to drinkinc..

1. Speed of drtnAtng. he more rapidly an aim-
holicbeserage is in ested, the higher will be the

,,
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UNDERSTATING ALCOHOL AND ITS EFFECTS

peak blood-alcohol concentrations. Thus. these
I. xi k at c 'lower %%hen the be erage is "nursed"

. or talc n in chs Hied- amounts than when it is

gulped or taken in a single dose.
..---..., /1

2. Ilo(I) u eight. The greatr'n. the sseightpf -t-he hodY
mus( le t but not body fat) of an incrvidual. the-
'omen w ill be his.blood-alcohol conce tration re,
suiting from a gisen amount of alco ol. For ex-
ample, the bloodralcohol level pr cad in a
180-pound man drinking four mince(s distilled
spirits ss ill be sullstantiallrlower than. t at of a

t 134--krirOund man drinking the same amount in the
sante length of titheand the larger man will
4iow fewor effects. .

3 Presence of food in the ctornach. Eating while
drinking notably retards the absorption of alco-
hol. especially when alcohol is consumed in the
form of distilled spirits or wine. When alcoholic
beverages are taken with a substantial meal.
peak blood-alcohol concentrations may be re-
duced by as 'mull as 50 percent.

4. Artniong history and body thennstry. Each per-
son has an tudis idual pattern of physiolokical
Turn tinning sshi( II may affect his reactions to al-
cii)i-ril For example. in a number of clinical con-
ditions. such as that marked by the "dumping
'syndrome. ' the stoma( h empties more rapidly
than is normal. and alcohol seems. to be absorbed
mon quickly. Emptying time may be either
sh.wed or speeded In anger. fear. stress. nausea.
.111(1 th( . onditioit of the stoma. It tissues. In indi-
s 'duals w ith a long history of drinking. tolerance
to alcohol cleselops. so that an increased dosage
not.: 1)( used In gi%e effects similar to those ob-
tained ssith the original dose. Thus. a person
with extenske drinking problems is likely to re-
quire far more alcohol to get "high" than an in-
csperienned drinker. (In individuals with serious
di inking problems, the curve of tolerance is re-
seised. and again they are s ery responsise to rela-
tively small amounts of alcohol.)

5. ?'repo of beerage. In all the major alcoholic bev-
erages- beer. table wines, cocktail or dessert
wines, liqueurs or cordials, and distilled. spirits,
the chief ingredient is identical: ethyl alcohol,
known also as ethanol or simply as alcohol! It is
a natural substance formed by the reaction of
(entwining .sugar with yeast spores. The concen-
tration of al ohol is usually about four percent
by volume in American beers. 10 to 12 percent in
table Asitirs.hrtueen 17 d 20 percent in cock-
tail or dessert wines ch as sherries, 22 to 50
pen Nit in liqueurs nd 40 to 50 petrent (80 to
l(W1 proof) sn distilled spirits. In additiin. these
bescragm contain a sandy of other chemical

s
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constituents. Some conic fmm the original
giants, grapes, and other fruits. Others are pro-
duced during the (lottis al process of fennenta-
non or-during,distilla.tion or storage. Still others
may be added as flavoring 01 coloring 'Mese
nonalcoholic -ciingeners' contribute to their on
right to the effects of certain beverages, either
directly affecting the bo0), or affecting the rates
at which alcohol is absmbed into the blcxxl and
is oxidized or nietalsKlized in the tissues.

A number of studies in the United States and
abroad have demonstrated that beers. wines, and
distilled spirits may nary markedly in the rate at
which the alcohol they contain is. abseehed into
the blood* (39, 41,44,62,84). 'In general, the
higher the concentration of the al( ohol, the more
rapid is its absorption. and the higher the con-
centration of "congeners." the slower is its ab-
sorption. The net result is that herr and wine
hate slower effects than when the sante amount
of alcohol is consumed in the form of liquor.
However. any two drinks sshich contain the
same amount of al( ohol will eventually have the
same effects. Diluting an alcoholic beverage with
another liquid. such as water. also helps to slow
down absorption. but mixing with carbonated
beverages can increase the absorption rate.

The speed of alcohol -absorption generally affects the
rate at which one becomes intoxicated. consersely. the
speed of ah ohol rnetababon affrc is the rate at eyrie h
one becomes sober again. Once ahsotwd into the.
bloodstream and distributed throughout the body. al-
cohol undergoes metabolic or oxidative changes. A
major part of,these pmeesses occurs in the liver. Alco-
hol is c hanged, first into a( etaldehyde, a highly irritat-
ing, toxic chemical: however, this substance rarely
accumulates. since it' is oxidized quickly to acetate.
Acetate (the same ac that produced as an intermedi-
ate in sugar metabolism) is transformed into a sariety
of other compounds. and eventually is oxidized com-
pletely to carbon dioxide and water (32). The total
metabolic process yields about seven calories of energy
for eachgrant (0.353 fluid ounces) of alcohol. Al-
most all of the ingested alcohol is metabolized by the
liver: however, from 2 to 5 percent is eieretecrehemi-
eally unchanged, mostly in urine, breath, and sweat.

Research hal demonstrated that the rate of alcohol
metabolism, like that of absorption, may' be Witt-
mired by a number of factors. A Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital study has shown that -both alcoholic and
nonalcoholic subjects maintained no good diets can
moderately increase their rate of alcohol metabOlion if
they ronsume substantial amounts over a long period
of time. In general, it appears that the rate of alcohol
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ALCOHOL A/V6 ALCOHOLISM
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LutTeri Eh*metabolism may have a small influence on helms,-
ioral tolerance to alcohol, but that no significant dif-

tferences rn ability to oxidize alcohol differentiate the
alcoholic person from the nonalinholic (73). At the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, it has been re-
ported that normal drinkers can metabolize on the av-
erage approximately 7 grams per hour of pure alo-
'hol; 8 grams in the form of whiskey; 9 grams in the
'form of beer (39). As a general rule, it will take as
many hours as the number of drinks consumed to
sober up completely. Old wives' tales notwithstanding.
drinking black coffee, taking a -cold'shower. or breath -
ing pure oxygin will not hasten the process.

Considerable effort has been devoted to a search for
some method which could effectively speed the rate of
alcohol metabolism, and thus provide rapid sobriety.
Recent interest has been shown in administering,fruc-
tose, a fruit sugar; however, neither this nor any other
agent has yet been found to make any clinically signif-
icant difference in the rate of alcohol metabolism
(64). All one can do is wait. and let the liver do its
work.

A familiar aftereffect of os erindulgence is the hang-
overthe morning-after misery, of extreme fatigue
combined ssith nausea, upset stomach, anxiety, and
headache. The hangover is common and unpleasant.
but rarely dam us. It affects the moderate drinker
who occasionally \Ickes too much (especially if tired or,
under stress), as well as the exces.ive chinkei after a

prolonged drinking bout. The exact mechanism is
unknOwn. The symptoms are' usually most severe
many hours after the peak of the drinking bout. %then
little or no alcohol can lie detected in the body (38).
Although the hangover has been blamed on !liking
drinks, it can be produced by any alcoholic beverage
alone, or by pure' alcohol. There is inadequate evi-
&nee to support beliefs that it is caused 'by sitamin
deficiencies, dehydration, fusel oils (nonalcoholic com-
ponents of alcoholic beverages which are relitive,ly
toxic, but present in clinically insignificant amounts).
or any other nonalcoholic components.

No satisfactory specific treatment for hangmer is
kitown. There is no"seientifi evidence to support the

' curative claims of popular remedies such as coffee,
raw egg, oysters, chili peppers, steak e.

ers." vitantin_preparations, "the hair.,of The dog." or
such drugs as ttarbiturates, amphetamine. nr insulin.
Donrs inually'prescribe aspirin, bed rest, and sojid

- food as:soon Qs possible. Hangovers can be prevented
by drinking. slowly, Stith food in Jilt: stimuli, under
relaied social circumstances, ith 'sufficient self-disc i-
pline to-avoid intoxication.

- .

I hinking alcohol itymoderation apparently does tie:
body little permanent harm. But when taken in large
closes, over long periods of time. alcohol can prove dis-
astrous, impairing both the quality and length of life.
Structural damage to several major organs. such as
the he art, brain, and liver nary result.

Prnionged heavy`drinking has long-been known to
be assoc fated with various types of muscle disease and
tremors. One essential muscle affected by alcohol is
that of the heart: the myocardium. Although chronic
alcoholism and heart dikase have often been oleceisd
together, until recently liver disease was @ight to
the cause of the heart damage. Investigators at Miwr-
iordia and Fordham Hospitals have nocclfgld that
alcohol can produce heart disease without the pres-
ence of 1k:el.-impairment. Thew scientists also estais-
fished that heart disease is commonly found among al-
coholics (72). Laboratory investigations at Tubule
I 'ins entity has e also lent support to the notion that al-
c ohol is directly unit. to the heart, and to the lungs as
well. Heart muscle damage can be caused in mice by
feeding them pure alcohol (721. In sonic men and
utimen, the toxic effet is of ale iltril to the c ardinvast u-
lar system are so great that fatal cardiac arrest can re-
sult from excessive intake.

When large quantities of alcohol are consumed. es:
pcially "sttaight." the gastrointestinal )stems can

iebee em imitated. Nausea, .5 oinking. and 'teclian hea
ate mild iodic ations of trouble. 'Ilie more fleciurtitly
such ingestion takes place, the greater the initation.
Gastritis, ulcers. and panreatitis ecutinimily occur
numg al( nlinlic individual.? (21.

Liver damage may also result frnm heavy aitticine,
although it is not certain precisely how alcohol affects
.1111 liver, Cirrhosis of the Iivet occurs about six times
as frequently- among aleohnlici as among nonalcohol-
ic., (941. Yet it also; occurs among nntulripiters. and its
e ;nice is the subject of continuing inve5tigation..Nfanv
se it ntists seem. convinced that adqu',1 nutrition pii#
s id's an effectives protection agai

i
t cirrhosis, Some

invc stigatinns, hossevr. itavci shown that large
antounts of alcohol ma) ennui liser dattlagi men in
pmper) f:xl'subjerts (48,.7Thi.

,

Vut heas drinkerskers has e long been known to have
loser:cc! rrsistatte I, to pnetinumia and lithe,' ink( nods
disc'asel. Malnutrition js usually I nn,sicle:rd to be the
e misc. Rsvarc 11 at 5.:nrne'll Unive.kit has soon II,
host es ur, that lowered, resistant t ma) also ex c lir in
sell-noigished lteas) drinkers, and appears,,to result
fm liti ,,three t interference %%id' inummit nux haul-Ism+,

`With blod-ale oho' Is els of (ls.li to 0.2. pee, emu, pro.
ducvd by intravenous administration of alcohol, the
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. 1UNDERSTANDING ALCOHOL AND ITS EFFECTS

inhibition of white-blood-tell mobilization was as in-
tens( as that found in slates of. %mere shoe k (15).
. Traditionally,' port wine has been considered the

(.1.14 of gout. A na.tionsside suney conslurted by a
grotty of ins estigators at the Unisersay of California
showt d. how user. that more .than 60 percent.of all
gouty pant nts had never drunk wine in any form.be:,
foie the onset of their disease (301. In patients wkosc_
gouty a,a.0 ks, st t mecrto be precipitated by drinking.
physic lam base often noted that sin h factors as men-
tal stress, infection, stopping pyysu al exercise. or eat-
ing purine:rish foods were alsd present.

Heavy drinking over many years may result in seri-
ous mental disorders-or permanent, irreversible dani-
ag to,thc brain or peripheral nervous sy scent. Critic al
mental- functions such as memory. judgment, and ,

,

I.

I.

learning ability can deteriorate severely, and an indi-
vidual's personality structure and reality orientation
may disintegrate -as s'ell (2).

With serious brain damage in alcoholic 'persons,'
Korsakofrs syndrome may result. In this psyt hotic
ondition, patients cannot remember recent events,

And compensate for their memory loss with t onfabula-
tion, that is, the making up of fittitious events. In ad.
dition, these indis ;duals often suffer from polyneuritis
--an inflammation of the nerves that tauses burning
and Kit kly sensations in the hands and feet. Vitamin
deficiency caused by excessise3drink,iti and inade-
quay intake of nutritious foods appears to be the pri-
mary s ails( Of this condition. Vitamin therapy is often
used to treat the polyneuritis and memory deficit, al-
though the effects are not always reversible

V
, ' "!",-
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Eastland Panel Takes
New. Look at Marijuana

Recent testimony before the Senate Internal
Security subcommittee. chaired by Sen James
Eastland (D -Miss ), indicates that cannabis, from'
which Imarijuir and hasnish are produced, is not
the harmless subitancelts is so frequently claimed.
Andrew C. Tartaglino, acting deputy administrator
of the Drug Enforcement Administration since July
1971. told the subcommittee.

"My own view is that it is a potentiallyharmful
substance-which we should not permit to become an
accepted part of our society. Those of us in law
enforcement have felt that the dangers inherent in
this drug would beco more apparent with
ing research. and we e this is fact now
occurring."

Traffic in marijuana, he maintained, is not a Small
affair, as some think, but a "highly organized, well-
financed venture." Just last month, said Tartaglino,
two unifoimed U S Customs Pitrol officers were
found murdered near Nogales,Ariz., together with a
suspect whom they had killed in a gun battle Thii'
man was found seated at the wheel of a truck con- ,-
taming 200-pounds of Marijuana which he had at-
tempted to drive from.the scene.

The "inescapable conclusion" which he has drawn
;from recent statistics, said Tartaglino, is that the
"traffic in and abuseof marijuana products" have
taken "a more serious turn in the last two or three
years than either the courts, the news media or the
public are awarev The shift is clearly toward the
abuse of stronger. more dangerous forms of the drug
which renders much of what has been said in the
1960s about the harmlessness of its use as obsolete."

Dr Henry Brill, a member of the National tom-
/ mission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, pointed out

that the comnussion, which had come under severe
attack from those who thought its findings nder-
played any dangerous effects of marijuana, ha
posed the drug's legalization. And Brill said that
information available since the report shows the
"need for caution." Newer data, said Brill, include
clinical reports demonstrating complications from
acute and chronic use, including mental deterioration
and acutepsychotte attacks.

"Finally,," said -Brill, "ono shoU14 note the
comment from Jamaica in the Wes; Indies where
the effects of cannabis had 'been thought to be
benign; among the middle daises, it is now found
to be associated with school dropouts, transient
psychuses, panic states and adolescent behavior
lsot Sers.".
v.-

my view," said Brill. "mailjuana must still
be classed as a dangerous drug. dangerous enough
to wairaht full control*"

Some of the most interesting testimony came from
Dr David H Powelson. who served as chief of the

,Department of Psychiatry in Che Student Health
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Service at the University of California at Berkeley'
from 1964 to 1972. Powelson, currently a.member
of the Analytic Institute of San Francisco, and
a director of the Psychiatric Department- of
the Kaiser Hospital in Oakla9d for 10 years, has
undergone a dramatic shift in his views.

Whereas he once favored legalization of 'mari-
juana, he now says that it is "the most dangerous
drug we must contend with...."

"My place of observation was unique," Powelson
told the senators on the subcommittee "I was there
at the beginning [when marijuana and' hallticinogens
were becoming widely usedjand in my wOrk I was
actively involved with students not only as a psychia-
trist bus as a teacher and as a participant in a four.
year research project studying maturation and
growth in' college --otudents In addition, I was

routinely meeting with deans and administrators
who were dealing with the drug problem and. the
students who were in academic and/or disciplinary
difficulties as a consequence of tA,use of marijuana

__and its derivatives."

In the spring of 1965 before he had any direct
experience-as a physician with marijuana users, he
told a reporter for the Daily Californian that there
seemed to be no proof that marijuana was dangerous
and said that it probably should be legalized.
After first-hand observation of its effects on Ancients.
however, he now is very much opposed to legalizing
its use.

"I can answer concretely from rely own expel.;
lence,". Powelson asserted, "that individuals, once
they begin using cannabis, their academic perform-
ance falls off."

"My 'stance toward marijuana," said PoWelson,
"has shifted to the extent that I now think it is the
most dangerous drug we must contend with for the
following reasons.

"1 Its early use is beguiling. It gives the illusion
of feeling good. The user is not aware o'f the begin-
ning loss of mental functioning. I have never seen
an exception to the obtervation that marijuana im-
pairs the user's ability to judge the lossof his own
mental functioning.

"2` After one tO three yeatitof continuous use, the
ability to think has become so impaired that pathol-
ogical forms of thinking begin to take over the entire
thought process.

"3 Chronic heavy use leads to paranoid thinking.

"4 Chronic heavy use leads to deterioration in
body and mental functioning which is'difficult and
perhaps impossible to reverse.

"5. For reasons which I can't elucidate here, its
use leads to a delusional system of thinking which,has
inherent in it the strong need to reduce and pros-
elytize others: I have rarely seen a regular,mari;
Juana user who wasn't assj..vely 'pushing.'

"A's these people move into government, the
professions, and the media. it is not surprising that
they continue as *pushers,' thus continuously add-
ing to the confusion that this committecis committed
to ameliorate."
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WINSTON PRESS
Groveland Terrace

Minneapolis, Minn. 55403
Mr. Jack Dickerson, Sales Representative

Values In Action

"Terry Takes A Ride"
"Its All Your Fault"

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICES, INC. (Westinghouse)
2310 Austin Street,
Houston, Texas 77004

Richard Hunter, Sales Representative

Our Values Series

'"Equality: Does Equal = Same?"

PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORIES
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Houston, Texas .77019
Mr. Bob Drake, Sales Representative

"Basketball Game"
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"Life on the Rocks (3 filmstrips)

GUIDANCE ASSOCIATES
757 3rd Avenue
New Yo , New York 10017

"Developing Values (Part I &III) 135.
"Shaping Idehtity (Parts I &

$ 15.00
$ 15.00

$ 16.50
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$ 15.00
$ 15.00

$ 41.50
41.50
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